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Executive Summary 
 

Branding is no longer limited to products, as anything and everyone can be 

branded. People, products, nations and cities all over the world use branding 

today to create or maintain their image. This present thesis is about city 

branding.  

The city Aarhus has a branding strategy and this branding strategy help 

create and shape the brand that the city wants. The strategy has existed for 

several years and focus on branding the positive associations about Aarhus. 

One of the associations the city desires to communicate is the city’s beat. 

Meaning all the activities and initiatives that are made in Aarhus, signaling 

that this is a happening place.  

To support the overall brand of Aarhus, the city uses international sport 

events as a mean. The goal is to attract more tourists, potential citizens, and 

companies, satisfy the current citizens and increase the economic turnover. 

Some of the branding of Aarhus, through international sport events, has 

been successful. Some of the emotions about the city is, that it is perceived 

as friendly, happy and with a high quality standard of hosting international 

sport events. The city is unique and different compared to other sport event 

cities in the world. It is small, but yet contains a large selection of shops, 

cafés, restaurants and it is located close to both beach and forest. 

Aarhus has been very successful in attracting more and larger international 

sport events the latest years, but the branding potential has not been 

exploited to its fullest from hosting these international sport events.  

Behind this fact lie two separate organizations. These are the main operatives 

of the international sport events: Sport Aarhus Events and VisitAarhus. The 

first is only involved in attracting and arranging the international, whereas 

the latter is responsible for the branding of these.  

A more combined and transparent cooperation between these two 

organizations is, amongst other things, seen as a mean to maximizing the 

potential of city branding Aarhus through international sport events. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 “Moreover cities can be seen as highly complex brands that are constantly 

 changing and less well defined as well as more difficult to control than 

 those in the corporate domain.” 1 

 

1.1 Background 

To have a branding strategy has become more important for cities around the 

world to differentiate themselves from other cities and increase their 

attractiveness. As many other cities around world today Aarhus has its own 

city branding strategy.  

This present thesis focuses on the usage of sport events as a mean of 

international city branding.  

 

Aarhus is the second largest city in Denmark with approximately 230.000 

citizens. It is located on the peninsula Jutland. The city is an old Viking city 

with its origins dating back to 1100th century. Among the things Aarhus is 

known for, is its old Harbour, its beautiful surroundings and unique nature. 

The city centre is not far from the ocean and has the Marselisborg forest 

close by.  

 

The strategy to focus on sport events in Aarhus has its origin in Aarhus’ 

spare time- and athletics policy from 1993. The policy is to ensure the correct 

management of the municipality in the field. Underlying this policy is the 

sports in Aarhus, which is the subject of interest. Running the sports in 

Aarhus is the interaction between the citizens, sport clubs and the 

municipality. The mission of the municipality is to create an active life and 

developing spare time life for all citizens in Aarhus2.  

                                                
1 Trueman, Myfanwy, Klemm, Mary & Giroud, Axele 2004, 328 
2 www.aarhuskommune.dk/files/aak/aak/content/filer/magistratens_4._afdeling/fritids_ 
   kulturforvaltningen/fritid_pdf_mv/fritids_og_idraetspolitik/ny_sports_og_fritidspolitik 
  /Ideersorteret efter_emne _2.pdf 
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As a result Aarhus today has a large number of sport clubs and well 

functioning society life of sports. One of the main objectives in the spare 

time- and athletics politics is:  

 

 Aarhus has to become the most active spare-time and athletic city in 

 Denmark3. 

 

The policy has developed through time as the focus has increased and the 

demands have continued to evolve.  

 

Supporting the municipality’s desire to attract international sport events, an 

initiative was made in 1995 where Sport Aarhus Events was founded. The 

main objective was to attract sport events to Aarhus and it was founded by:  

The municipality, The Athletic Association, Aarhus Athletics Park, The 

Tourist Organization, Occupation Aarhus, Danish Labor Market and LO4. In 

the beginning years Sport Aarhus Events tried to raise private financial 

support to attract sport events. But after several years the association had 

not been successful. The members only supported the objective, but did not 

have enough power to attract any significant sport events.  Consequently a 

different structure of Sport Aarhus Events was made. The municipality 

acknowledged the lack of financial resources to attract sport events. It was 

therefore decided that the daily operation should be a part the municipality, 

but the association should still exist with its members, though only playing a 

supporting part. 

 

In 2001 Athletion and Aarhus stadium were build, because it was 

acknowledged that the city lacked facilities for hosting large sport events5. 

With the two new facilities the municipality realized they had to put action 

behind their policies and had to support it financially in order for the 

strategy to become successful. The main initiative were made in 2002 where 

                                                
3 Interview with Finn Lyck, Sport Aarhus Events, August 2008 
4 Interview with Finn Lyck, Sport Aarhus Events, August 2008 
5 Interview with Finn Lyck, Sport Aarhus Events, August 2008 
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Sport Aarhus Events was made a secretariat within the municipality instead 

of being its own organization. The secretariats’ purpose is to attract large 

national and international events in the attempt of becoming the most 

attractive sport city in Denmark. The objective is to give the city a financial 

profit and to profile the city brand6. Sport Aarhus Events is a small company 

with only two employees, a manager and a consultant, who are involved in 

the planning and hosting of the sport events.  

 

In 2003 the municipality decided that a branding strategy was required for 

the city. The spare time- and athletics policy was the beginning and in some 

ways the inspiration to elements of the branding strategy of Aarhus, because 

it had focused on sport events for several years. Consequently the 

municipality established a planning group with the objective to develop the 

branding strategy of Aarhus. The group consisted of members from the 

municipality, the tourist organization, some local citizens and several 

members from the business community with interest in the field. Their 

purpose was to develop a branding strategy on the basis of the values and 

strengths that Aarhus possesses. The objective of the branding strategy 

should be to strengthen the city’s brand and focus on the areas within the 

strategy. The branding strategy should be used as both a national and 

international branding strategy towards people of Denmark, but also towards 

people all over the world 7.  

 

The planning group came up with a branding strategy after having held 

several meetings with stakeholders in 2004. The new and first branding 

strategy, pointed out, that the branding of Aarhus should be of a few positive 

characteristics to increase the profile of the city. 

Three characteristics were chosen: Knowledge, Beat and Roots8. These three 

terms should be used in the branding of Aarhus and make associations 

                                                
6 www.aarhuskommune.dk/files/aak/aak/content/filer/magistratens_4._afdeling/ 
  fritids_kulturforvaltningen/fritid_pdf_mv/fritids_og_idraetspolitik/fritids-            
  og-idraetspolitik_2005-B.pdf 
7 Aarhus kommune – Branding, branding af Aarhus, april 2004, p 5 
8 Aarhus kommune – Branding, branding af Aarhus, april 2004, p 14  
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towards the city. The Knowledge in the city focus on the city’s status as a 

large educational city, combined with the large industries and companies in 

the city. The Roots of the city take the origin of the city into consideration, 

where Aarhus as an old Viking city is seen as an advantage and a consistent 

city. The Beat of the city express that a lot of things happen in Aarhus, and 

shall symbolize that the city is always evolving. The beat are many cultural 

initiatives, such as art, music, theatre, nature and sport events etc.  

Today the branding strategy of Aarhus still consist of these three 

characteristics. 

 

The Beat part of the international branding strategy includes branding 

Aarhus through international sport events and sport events in general. The 

Beat of the city in reference to sport events has gone through a great 

development. The municipality has made a great effort in becoming an often-

used sport event city.  

Running the sports in Aarhus is the interaction between the citizens, sport 

clubs and the municipality. The mission of the municipality is to create an 

active life and developing spare time life for all citizens in Aarhus9. As a result 

Aarhus today has a large number of sport clubs and a well functioning 

society life of sports.  

 

The result of the policy and the work of Sport Aarhus Events is that Aarhus 

today is the most used city in Denmark of hosting international sport events. 

The company has been involved in 43 large sport events since 200210. The 

size and content of these sport events have had a large span and been both 

of national and international level. This proves that Aarhus is capable of 

attracting and organizing almost all sizes of sport events, with the exception 

of global events, due to the enormous resources required.    

                                                
9  www.aarhuskommune.dk/files/aak/aak/content/filer/magistratens_4._afdeling/ 
   fritids_kulturforvaltningen/fritid_pdf_mv/fritids_og_idraetspolitik/ny_sports_ 
   og_fritidspolitik/Ideer_sorteret efter_emne _2.pdf 
10 Enclosure 1 
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The city of Aarhus wants to maintain and improve its position. The objective 

is to bring more and larger international events to the city to support Aarhus’ 

overall international branding strategy11.  

 

Therefore the department Spare-time and Athletics arranged an open hearing 

in April 2008. The purpose of the hearing was to debate and develop new 

ideas for the new policy, dated to be implemented in 2009.  

The hearing had a lot of participants and a lot of ideas and proposals, where 

the objective of attracting international sport events was included. Some of 

the proposals were further developments and means to attract international 

sport events and it was recognized that the city lacked funds and a lot more 

initiatives needed to be applied12.   

 

Consequently the municipality has established an event foundation that 

shall help attracting and arranging sport event and other events. The 

foundation was established in February 2008 and has in the period from 

2008 to 2011 a budget of 3,75 million DKK each year13. This makes it 15 

million DKK over a four-year period. The foundations funding shall be used 

in the branding and marketing of Aarhus in relation to large city events that 

support the branding of the city. In 2008 two large sport events received 

money from the foundation and they are seen to contribute to the branding 

of Aarhus. It has not been decided what and how many sport events will 

receive money in the future years.  

 

The municipality does not manage the marketing and branding of Aarhus 

city. It has been decided that VisitAarhus is managing all the aspects of 

branding and marketing. VisitAarhus is the tourist organization in the city 

                                                
11 www.aarhuskommune.dk/files/aak/aak/content/filer/magistratens_4._afde 
   ling/fritids_kulturforvaltningen/fritid_pdf_mv/fritids_og_idraetspolitik/ny_ 
   sports_og_fritidspolitik/Ideer_-_sorteret_efter_emne_2.pdf 
12 www.aarhuskommune.dk/files/aak/aak/content/filer/magistratens_4._afde 
    ling/fritids_kulturforvaltningen/fritid_pdf_mv/fritids_og_idraetspolitik/ny_ 
    sports_og_fritidspolitik/Ideer_-_sorteret_efter_emne_2.pdf 
13 Store Aarhus begivenheder 2008 og eventpuljen, p 1 
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and were seen the right choice for the task14. This means that the branding of 

sport events also concern VisitAarhus together with all other events. 

VisitAarhus only work with the branding and marketing of the sport events 

they are not involved in the work with attracting and arranging sport events. 

These tasks are managed by Sport Aarhus Events.  

 

The overall objective of Aarhus municipality and Sport Aarhus Events is 

closely related with the objective of Sport Event Denmark, (underlying the 

Danish Cultural Ministry). Sport Event Denmark has the objective attract 

large sport events to Denmark and is an extension of the Governments plan 

of action with the vision of Denmark being an arena for large international 

sport events15. Although Sport Event Denmark operate on behalf of all 

Danish cities and Sport Aarhus Events only does it with the interests of 

Aarhus, they still are close collaboration as they share the same overall 

interest in attracting the sport events16. 

 

This brief historical summary is seen relevant, because is outlines clearly 

that the quantities of players and policies upon this field is multiple, and the 

organization and management of tasks, complex. Creating both possibilities 

and barriers for the future strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
14 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
15 www.sporteventdenmark.com/Om%20Sport%20Event%20Danmark/~/media/ 
   Interssenter/Idraetsfonden/Idraetsfonden_dk/Worddokumenter/Kommissorium% 
   20SportEvent Danmark%20pdf.ashx 
16 Interview with Finn Lyck and Marian Vinding, December 2007 
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1.2 Research Question  

This leads to the following research question within the subject delimitation 

of international sport events as a mean in the international branding strategy 

of Aarhus:  

 

“How does the city of Aarhus use international sport events in the 

international branding strategy of the city and what are the 

possibilities and/or barriers in doing so?” 

 

The thesis aims to provide an analysis of how the city uses their international 

sport events to brand the city as a whole. The departure point of this thesis, 

on a meta theoretical level, is explorative and therefore naturally the specific 

problem is not given beforehand.  

 

The theoretical framework used in this thesis consists of branding theory, 

primarily using theorists as David Aaker, Philip Kotler, Seppo K. Rainisto and 

Steffen Gulmann. This in order to establish a critical usage of the notion. 

Furthermore the concept of event is necessary to investigate on a theoretical 

level. 

In chapter 2 the methodological aspects of gathering relevant data is 

elaborated and discussed.  

 

1.3 Delimitation 

The following section will state what topics and areas this thesis delimits 

from. The thesis is a research of sport events in relation to city branding of 

Aarhus. Consequently no other cities will be taken into consideration in the 

specific branding of Aarhus. This thesis thinks of Aarhus in a global context, 

and approaches the branding concept in an international scope.   

Furthermore will other elements than sport events not be investigated in the 

city branding process. The thesis will only focus on the term Beat in the city’s 

branding strategy and delimits from the two other areas Roots and 

Knowledge. Meaning that only sport events will be a part of the thesis and 
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not other types of events and initiatives the city offers. Furthermore only the 

sport events in the city will be taken into consideration and delimit from the 

regular sport in the city, such as the local sport clubs and the work with elite 

sport of the city.  

Additionally only the athletic part of the spare time- and athletics politic in 

Aarhus municipality will be examined. Moreover are the other politics in the 

municipality seen irrelevant when investigating the research question.   
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2. Methodology 

In the following, the theoretical and methodical approach of this thesis will 

be enlightened. The theoretical framework will briefly be introduced, but will 

be clarified in chapter 3.  The theories will be described and treated 

separately in their description, but combined in the analysis.   

The theoretical framework aims to provide an investigational tool for the 

research process and hereby clarifying why these specific methods and 

theories have been chosen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Overview of methodological structure (10.01.09) 

 

2.1 Information Requirements and Research 

To examine the research question some data has to be gathered. These data 

are then interpreted and transformed into valuable information to conduct 

the analysis.  

In order to approach the research question above, some sub-questions are 

needed: 

 

International sport events as a mean in the international 
branding strategy of Aarhus 

Methodology 

Theoretical frame 

Events Branding 

Primary 
data - 
interviews 

Secondary 
data 
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- What does the current city brand “Aarhus” stand for? (Investigating the 

city’s characteristics, possessions, uniqueness, population and emotions) 

- Who are the participants in the branding process and who the target 

population? 

- How do they execute their branding strategy? 

- Which is seen as the main possibilities in expanding and evolving the 

sports branding strategy of Aarhus? 

- Which barriers can be foreseen, and how to overcome them? 

 

 

To be able to make a relevant analysis a combination of secondary and 

primary data is gathered. Primary data being new first hand data, which is 

still raw and has not yet been interpreted. Secondary data being historical 

already existing data that previously has been assembled17. The reasoning 

behind this is, that none of these types of data can alone provide the 

substantial enough information to base the analysis on. A mix of data types 

is thus the best basic for the analysis. Altogether information about Aarhus 

and everything in relation to the research question will be attempted to be 

included.  

 

2.2 Research Design 
The research design is the main plan with the intention to determine which 

methods and procedures, are used in the research, and explain which type of 

data is collected and which design techniques are used.  

The best-suited method in this thesis is an exploratory research design, 

which clarifies the opportunities and/or limitations, which ae not given in 

advance18. Therefore the problem or opportunity most be explored through 

the research in order to clarify the specific problem or opportunity for 

Aarhus.   

The exploratory research design is an unstructured form that can collect 

both secondary and primary data with the aim to be interpreted and is 
                                                
17 Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2003, 28 
18 Kvale, S. 1994, 104 
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therefore not conclusive. Both types of data will be used and interpreted in 

this thesis.  

 

2.2.1 The way into the field 

After researching and reading about Sport Aarhus Events it was found 

suitable to contact the company and arrange a preliminary meeting. The 

purpose of this meeting was to make an interview about the topic.  The first 

interview was made with event manager Finn Lyck and event consultant 

Mariann Vinding from the company Sport Aarhus Event in December 2007.  

The cause of the interview was to get some insight about sport events in 

Aarhus and how they use it in their branding. Moreover how these events are 

arranged, which stakeholders there are, what part Sport Aarhus Events plays 

in the events and in relation to the municipality and their politics.  The 

outcome of the interviews was a lot of information about how sport events are 

arranged in Aarhus, who are the stakeholders regarding sport events in 

Aarhus, and what the municipality does, to achieve the goal in their politics. 

Most of all they provided an overview about what information would be 

relevant for this thesis, which sources to use and what parties would be 

interesting to contact to get as much information needed.  

Finn Lyck and Mariann Vinding pointed out that it would be relevant to 

contact the municipality, as they are the local authority and to read about 

the politics about the topic online. Furthermore was suggested to read some 

of the analysis made by Idrættens Analyse Institut as they have made 

publications about the benefits of sport events in Denmark. They suggested 

contacting someone within the municipality in contact with the topic. A 

contact was made with secretary chief Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen from 

Aarhus Municipality. He is the executive in the tourism and city-profiling 

department and an interview was arranged. Finally an in-depth interview was 

arranged later on in the process with Finn Lyck, with the purpose of getting 

more specific and detailed information.  

The size of this research will then be three personal interviews, one with Finn 

Lyck and Mariann Vinding from Sport Aarhus Events, one with Jørn 

Sønderkjær Christensen from Aarhus Municipality ending up with an 
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interview of Finn Lyck. These in-depth interviews combined with the 

information online shall provide sufficient and representative data for 

interpretation and analysis.  

Of course, I also contacted VisitAarhus to get in touch with their event 

manager Steen Nordahl, but unfortunately they did not want to participate.   

 

2.2.2 Primary Data 

The primary data is collected through exploratory interviews with more 

parties relevant to the topic. Exploratory interviews will gain insight in the 

frame of reference of an interviewee. 

The interviews are in-depth interviews and are made personal face-to-face. 

The motivation behind doing these interviews personal is to capture the 

emotions during the interview about the topic. Once a certain comfort zone 

about the topic is reached the interviewee more willingly reveal their inner 

thoughts. Furthermore, as one of the companies is placed at NRGI 

Park/Atletion in Aarhus, it gives the opportunity to see some of the facilities 

of the city where the sport events can be arranged19.  

 

The interviews are designed with an exploratory research approach to gain 

some qualitative data. When using a qualitative research in the exploratory 

design some preliminary insights are obtained such as the motivation, 

emotional, attitudinal and personality factors by the interviewee20. The 

reason for making these interviews is to gain understanding about the 

behavior of the companies. The exploratory research is used to classify and 

understand the industry as a whole and what mechanisms that influence, 

together with some basic knowledge about the behavior within the 

companies. 

Once the primary data or raw data are collected, it can fulfill some of the 

information needs. The qualitative way of gathering primary data is chosen, 

                                                
19 Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2003, 220 
20 Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2003, 42 
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as more detailed information about the industry will be available. With these 

data in hand it is possible to interpret them in the further analysis21.  

 

When executing the sample some open-ended questions were used, allowing 

the respondent to answer more freely without any limitations of the answer. 

This also allows the interview to take a turn in an unexpected way. 

Furthermore when asking deeper into each topic, this supplies very detailed 

information on the specific topic in question. The questions are semi-

structured and asked in a way that felt natural to the interviewer in order to 

maintain a natural flow in the interview22. The semi structured design makes 

the interview a correlation of actions with the intend of increasing the 

understanding of the terms and meanings23. This enables the researcher to 

collect data by asking what his/her opinion are, and why the respondent has 

this opinion on this subject. This requires a narrative interpretation, so that 

the results of the research become understandable24. By taking this 

standpoint I am aware that I as the researcher will interpret from my point of 

view. I aim to overcome this potential misunderstanding by quoting the 

interviewee as often as possible. 

Once the raw data is collected or recorded via Dictaphone the analysis of the 

data can be initiated. The interviews generate meaningful and useful 

information for the analysis on the basis of both the primary and secondary 

data. Afterwards the collected data must be transformed into meaningful 

information. 

This research method is timely and not costly, and it would not have been 

possible to use a questionnaire when approaching this topic because of the 

way I have clarified branding as it is used here, as branding is nothing if you 

cannot feel, hear, see and sense it.  

The detail and quality of the data collected with the exploratory research 

design is much better than by using a questionnaire or other methods as this 

                                                
21 Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2003, 41 & 213 
22 Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2003, 212 
23 Kvale, S., 2001, 104 
24 Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2003, 46 
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method permits to go in-depth about attitudes, beliefs, emotions and 

perceptions that the respondent has about the topic. 

 

Of course the exploratory research method has its disadvantages. One of 

them is the sampling size which can be seen as too small to provide general 

information for the entire industry. This means the sample can lack some 

representativeness in order to make the right analysis, since it is not certain 

that enough data is collected. This means that some perspective on the topic 

is overseen or overheard. Additionally some amount of respondent bias is 

expected both to the subject and to the interviewer must be expected, just as 

interview errors can occur 25.  

But a sample size of 3 personal interviews of key-stakeholders, in relation to 

the branding of the international sport events in correlation with branding of 

Aarhus as a whole, is seen to be high enough to provide information about 

the industry for to make the analysis. Supporting this is the quality of the 

interviews. All three interviews have the length of approximately one hour 

each. The interviewees were also at executive level in top of their companies.  

 

2.2.3 Secondary Data 

The secondary data will be applied to give an overview of the historical 

background together with general and specific information about the topic, 

and will be used in the analysis. Mainly the secondary data will consist of 

information available on the Internet in form of publications, politics and 

general webpage info about the topic. The Internet has become the main 

provider of information in today’s researches as more and more information 

is available online. Furthermore is it the least time and cost consuming 

method to collect data26. This approach is also compatible with an explorative 

starting point, as this gives a glimpse into this broad subject, and therefore 

offers a tool in aiming further exploration – who are the main actors in this 

field? 

                                                
25 Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2003, 221 
26 Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2003, 117 
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At first the website google.dk was used in the search for what information is 

available. Starting with the search for “sport+event+Aarhus” the top result is 

the website www.sport-aarhus-events.dk. By reading some of the information 

on the website it is possible to continue the research, as there are links to 

several business partners and stakeholder. Some of these stakeholders are27: 

Aarhus Municipality, VisitAarhus, Sport Event Denmark, Idrættens Analyse 

Institut and Atletion. These led the attention towards further research. 

The use of the Internet is naturally viewed upon with critical eyes, and all 

data are verified by other means or sources. 

 

Afterwards information regarding sport events in general and the theory of 

branding will consist from a literary search - books, articles, rapports in 

hand supported by publications/articles online.   

 

 

2.2.4 Communicating the Results 

The objective in this phase is to report the findings and analysis of the 

research. Once the findings in the thesis are made they will be handed over 

to the two people most relevant to the research. These people are Finn Lyck, 

Sport Aarhus Events and Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, Aarhus 

Municipality. They both have shown a great interest in the research and 

would like to hear the results. They will both receive a copy of this thesis 

follow by a joined meeting. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the 

results of this thesis as they both have expressed that the finding can 

contribute to their future work in the field.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
27 www.sport-aarhus-events.dk/Default.aspx?id=23 
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3. Theoretical frame  
The following is the concept formation of the central theoretical notions used 

in the up coming analysis. 

 

3.1 Events 

Before further exploring of the term events it will de defined as it is seen in 

this thesis:  

 

 Anything which happens; result; any incidence or occurrence especially a 

 memorable one; contingency or possibility of occurrence; an item in a 

 programme (sport, etc); fortune or fate; an organized activity at a 

 particular venue, e.g. for sales promotion, fundraising28. 

 

3.1.1 History of events  

Events have existed for many years. The term has its origin in rituals and 

ceremonies extending over a thousand years. By the influence of changes in 

society, counting industrialization, urbanization and populations becoming 

more multicultural, the celebration of events has changed, as we know them 

today29.  

 

Today an entire industry of events exists. Through the years the event 

industry has moved from the celebrations of those of wealth in the 1870s, to 

the events, as we know today being multifarious.  

The beginning of the event industry was made in the UK. In year 1882 the 

Temperance Festival was founded on the basis of the London Council and 

Fair act in 1871, and is today one of UK’s largest fairs. The idea was to 

gather people and combine a race to advise people to act morally and not 

drink30. Later on in the beginning in the 1900 century the first larger events 

were arranged with industry fairs and exhibitions.  

                                                
28 www.chambersharrap.co.uk/chambers/features/chref/chref.py/main?query=event&title=21st 
29 Bowdin, A., O´Toole, H. and McDonnel 2006, 4 
30 Bowdin, A., O´Toole, H. and McDonnel 2006, 7 
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In the 1950s and 1960s the events got more professional. More countries 

applied events in their celebration of their cultures and the music festival 

culture was established. The variety and scale of the music festivals 

demanded a more professional organization and control otherwise the events 

would become unmanageable.  

During the next two decades the 1970s and 1980s the events had more 

multipurpose where large exhibition centers were made by the authorities 

alongside with football stadiums and multi indoor arenas. This development 

led to an increased focus and participation by the ordinary people, rather 

only of those of wealth. The events became part of the cultural landscape and 

were connected to people’s lives and needs31. 

 

The main development in events as they are known today was undertaken in 

the 1980s and 1990s. The Olympic Games in Los Angeles in 1984 showed 

that large events can be both economical viable and brought to a wider 

audience. The games used Hollywood media including its production and 

marketing skills in the promotion and spread of the event. Following the 

Games this practice inspired many events in the use of marketing, as it was 

seen as a success. Consequently the spectator sport events increased in the 

1980s and made it very popular to watch. Simultaneously was the use of 

teambuilding and multi active events starting, which are still a popular 

market for events. This development in the events was a move from 

entertainment for the sake of it, towards a strategic use. Events in this period 

also began to involve more then the main event. Numerous side events were 

used and made the events into packages of events in relation to the main 

event. This resulted in a crossover between sports, leisure, festivals and 

public events, which encouraged community involvement as the image of the 

events reflect the host community32. 

Today the community is still part of the funding of events, because events 

have become essential for communities and companies. The use of event 

sponsoring and events as marketing has rapidly spread as the effect of events 

                                                
31 Bowdin, A., O´Toole, H. and McDonnel, 2006, 10 
32 Bowdin, A., O´Toole, H. and McDonnel, 2006, 12 
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emerge. Companies and communities use events in the corporate marketing 

mix due to the large marketing and image power of events.  Additionally the 

exercise of events has brought attention to the outcome and return on 

investment to see what influences the events have. It is now common for 

large companies and communities to have their own in-house event teams 

that concerns both public events and those internally. Events today have 

many shapes and continue to evolve. Put in short, events have become an 

entire industry33.  

 

3.1.2 Sport Events 

The types of events are numerous and it is important to look at the form and 

content. There are three types of events when looking at the content: 

Cultural events, Sport events and Business events34.  

Sport events are a growing and important part of the event industry reaching 

from individual sports to multi sport events.  They have become a significant 

part in the event strategies and destination marketing programs, as they are 

able to attract tourist visitors and create media coverage. Those who benefits 

from sport events are many. Sport organization, host communities as well as 

the participants such as the athletes, coaches and officials benefit from sport 

events but also the spectators benefit in term of entertainment35.  

 

When arranging sport events it is important to be able to recognize what 

types of events there are. The best way in getting an overview of existing 

sport events there are is by categorizing sport events. In figure 2 below the 

types of sport events are categorized into five distinct levels.  

The figure viewed from the bottom categorizes the events on the basis of the 

geographical area they relate and the participants in the event. Furthermore 

when moving up in the levels the number events decreases and 

simultaneously a higher use of marketing is applied36.  

 

                                                
33 Bowdin, A., O´Toole, H. and McDonnel, 2006, 12 
34 Bowdin, A., O´Toole, H. and McDonnel, 2006, 18 
35 Bowdin, A., O´Toole, H. and McDonnel, 2006, 20 
36 Bowdin, A., O´Toole, H. and McDonnel, 2006, 5  
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Figure 2: Types of sport events37.  
 

Local Events 

The small geographical area characterizes local events, both concerning 

participants and spectators. Normally it is small amateur competitions where 

it is difficult to generate much interest from other than the local media and 

spectators. They have small budgets and consequently marketing efforts are 

modest. In Aarhus local sport events can be club championships and school 

sports.  

 

Regional Events  

The next level is the regional events where marketing can be of more use. 

Although the interest is not of national range, the regional events can be very 

popular within a broader geographic area and can attract spectators and TV 

viewers from areas beyond the local area. Marketing of these events can 

strive to attract spectators in trying to move the event into the next level. The 

regional events can be Jutlantic championships where the participants are 

from all over Jutland, and therefore the interest and spectators also concern 

the entire geographic area.  

 

                                                
37 Fullerton, S. Sport Marketing 2007, p 4 
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National Events 

The events in the national level are characterized by its importance to a large 

portion of a population. This can be in one or two countries with a 

competition between the two countries or only one of the countries with a 

nation championship. The national events have in some sports a large 

number of spectators and TV viewers, whereas others are in the interest of 

few. Hence the use of marketing has a significant role in this type of sport 

events and can move them to the next level.  

 

International Events 

When an event is of interest to several countries it is an international event. 

The event may be held in one country but it generates spectators and TV 

viewers from several countries. The events at this level can be European 

Championship or World Championships where the marketing plays an even 

larger part in the events then those mentioned above. Such events can be 

different size ranging from the world championship in a small sport to a 

major event as the European Championship in football, depending on the 

level of interest.  

 

Global Events  

The biggest events are global events. Only a few events can be categorized as 

global events. The characteristics of a global event are that a global audience 

views it and the spectators come from all over the world. The interest for 

these events is enormous and has fans from all over the globe, hence the 

term. Today there are only two global events, the Olympic Games and World 

Championship in Football. These two events are very expensive and make the 

use of marketing a vital element in their financial success. 
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3.2 Branding 

Today’s economic branding is everywhere and is used by everyone. Some say 

that branding always has existed. Humans have always created images of the 

things, people and organizations they have been in contact with. These 

images are created through a combination of common sense and emotions, 

knowledge and considerations, that have affected the way people have felt, 

thought and acted38.  

 

Branding has since the 1950’s become a central marketing custom that 

aimed to make an identity for mass production products, meaning making 

them into brands39. By making the products into brands the companies can 

differentiate themselves in a marked where the technological development 

decreases the advantages and differences between products. Branding 

generates an expectation of achieving a higher price, a higher re-buy 

percentage through customer loyalty and an expectation that it becomes 

more difficult to copy the product40. A brand is a promise of something 

different and more than the standard product that lies behind the brand. 

Branding is the added value to a physical product, which creates a 

preference towards the products amongst the consumers41.   

 

Throughout time branding has been developed strategically with theories, 

terms and models. It is often defined as products, concepts or services that 

are related with specific qualities and emotions42. Branding is no longer only 

related to products, thus branding has developed to include branding of 

companies, corporate branding. Today branding is everywhere and there are 

basically no limitations to what can be branded. Branding theory is 

implemented and used by companies, organizations, products, people, 

places, cities and nations to create their identity43. 

                                                
38 Ellerbæk, Mogensen 2005, 7 
39 http://blog.experiencecurve.com/articles/brief_history_of_branding.pdf 
40 www.buildingbrands.com/definitions/02_brand_definition.php 
41 www.buildingbrands.com/definitions/02_brand_definition.php 
42 Ellerbæk, Mogensen 2005, 8 
43Morsing, Mette., 2002, 33 
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This makes one wonder if it has been over-used and therefore lost its magic. 

The point of branding was to differentiate and create something unique. But 

as companies have become better at exercising branding, the result has been 

that the brands have become more similar in the minds of the consumers44.  

 

The terminology of branding can be diffuse in its meaning as many other 

management concepts and phenomenon that covers different approaches 

and interests. Brand and branding has become buzzwords and a fashion 

expression,”a must-have” and some researchers question the affect of 

branding and require verification of its affect 45.  

The next section will explore and discus the definition of branding to clarify 

the meaning and use of branding in this present thesis. 

 

3.2.1 Definition of branding 

The American professor in marketing strategy David A. Aaker, one of the 

most quoted researches in the field, defines a brand as a promise to the 

consumer of something that reaches beyond the generic product, such as 

social, emotional or aesthetic qualities, he states: 

 

 A brand is a distinguishing name and/or symbol (such as a logo, 

 trademark, or package design) intended to identify the goods or services of 

 either one seller or a group of sellers, and to differentiate those goods or 

 services from those of the competitors. A brand thus signals to the 

 customer the source of the product, and protects both the customer and the 

 producer from competitors who would attempt to provide products that 

 appear to be identical46.   

 

Branding is about creating associations with a product or a service and to 

which the customers attach psychological meanings and emotions. If the 

                                                
44 Aaker, D. A.1996, 68 
45 http://www.kommunikationsforum.dk/Kresten-Schultz-Joergensen/blog/ 
    stedernes-betydning-goddag-til-place-branding 
46 Aaker, D. A.1996, 68 
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customers do not have any associations towards the brand it would not exist 

as a brand47. The concept branding has the ability to impact the way people 

view products or services, and therefore consequently their behaviour. When 

talking about branding, people do not only see the product or service, they 

see it together with a brand – and added value. This means that the way 

people see a product is shaped by the brand48.  

 

The essential in Aaker’s definition of branding is the brand identity, where he 

has a marketing perspective and focuses on how the company wants the 

brand to be received.  

 

 Brand identity is a unique set of brand associations that the brand  

 strategist aspires to create or maintain.  

 These associations represent what the brand stands for and imply a 

 promise to customers from the organizations members49. 

 

A brands’ identity states the direction, purpose and meaning of the brand. 

Brand identity can be seen as the heart and soul of the brand as it drives the 

associations in the brands assets.  

 

The French scientist and social constructivist Jean Noël Kapferer thinks of 

brand identity as an interaction between the sender and receiver.  

 

 Brand identity is the sum of associations that the brand has acquired over 

 time50  

 

Is it relevant to draw upon the social constructivism, which as a paradigm 

focuses the notion of everything being constructed in the social interaction. 

Therefore nothing exists per se – it exists when verbalized by “the eye of the 

beholder”. Thus everything can be seen as ideas created on a social level, and 

                                                
47 Kellogg, P. 2005, 76 
48 Kellogg, P. 2005, 2 
49 Aaker, D. A.1996, 68 
50 Kapferer, J.N. 1997, 100 
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therefore constantly evolving and changing shape, and thereby changing 

possible ways of behavior. For a notion to be valid and trustworthy, it has to 

be accepted as a discourse by the social environment. The same can be said 

in reference to a brand – it is nothing if not accepted and replicated.   

 

The two definitions state that the key element is brand’s is the associations 

in the costumers minds. The purpose of a brand’s identity is to create a 

relationship between the brand and the customers. To create this 

relationship the costumers must have positive associations towards a brand 

otherwise they will prefer another brand. The relationship between the two 

has to be acknowledged when using branding otherwise the associations are 

difficult to control.  

 

As mentioned earlier branding has gone through a development in its usage. 

In order to understand the background and theory, the next section will 

describe the development of the notion city branding.  

 

3.2.2 Development of City branding 

City branding is different than branding of products. Although some of the 

elements in the previous sections about branding and brand identity are 

similar and are used in city branding. 

The theory of city branding is relatively new and has only been investigated 

by a small number of scientists compared to other branding theories such as 

Hankinson, Rainisto, Kavaratzis and Gullman51. City branding has its origin 

in city marketing. City marketing comes from corporate branding, which 

origins from product branding52. In some literature city branding and city 

marketing are similar, which can be of some confusion, although branding 

and marketing are in this paper seen as two different things.  City marketing, 

also called Place marketing, is more than regular marketing. Where regular 

marketing of products are mostly about generating sales to create revenue, 

                                                
51 Hankinson, G. 2001, Kavaratzis, M. 2003, Rainisto, Seppo K. 2005 and Gulmann, S. 2005  
52 Ellerbæk, I. And Mogensen, H. 2005, 14 
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place marketing is more than creating revenue53. Place marketing involves all 

kinds of places and is defined as cities, city-regions, regions, communities, 

areas, states and nations54. Places are public organizations and are therefore 

not run by professionals branding experts like in private corporations. This 

means that it can be a large challenge for the public to implement. But the 

development the recent years has resulted in the fact that the marketing of 

places should be practiced as efficiently as products and services55. Philip 

Kotler defines Place marketing as:  

 

 Place marketing means designing a place to satisfy the needs of its target 

 markets. It succeeds when citizens and businesses are pleased with their 

 community, and the expectations of visitors and investors are met56. 

 

This definition states that marketing of places has the goal to design the 

place so it satisfies the needs of the target market. It is not an easy task to 

manage place marketing as  both citizens and businesses may have 

conflicting interests.  

 

To illustrate the complexity of place marketing Kotler's model on Level of 

Place Marketing will be applied. The model illustrates the stakeholders and 

initiatives to consider in relation to place marketing in three levels.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
53 www.communicaiders.dk/files/Artikler/artikel_place_branding.pdf 
54 Rainisto, Seppo K. 2003/4, 13  
55 Rainisto, Seppo K. 2003/4, 13 
56 Kotler, Philip., Rein, Irving., Haider, Donald., and Asplund, Chrieter., 2001, p183 
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Figure 3: Levels of Place Marketing57 

 

As the models shows, the centre is the planning group, which consist of the 

business community, the citizens and the local/regional government. The 

planning group is responsible for the marketing of the place and has the 

overall vision for the place. To achieve the best result, the members of the 

planning group shall work together, as they represent both the public and 

the private sector. Without corporation nothing good will come out of it, and 

the members of the planning group will strive to reach own interests. The 

second level in the model is the Marketing Factors. The factors: people, 

attractions and image and quality of life, plays a significant role in the 

marketing of places. To achieve a good marketing result of a place several 

initiatives can be made. The infrastructure can be improved and new 

attractions can be built, but the people who live there can also be educated 

more and thereby increasing the image and quality of life at the place. The 

final level is Market Target where the tourist, investors, manufactures, 

                                                
57 Kotler, Philip., Haider, D.H. & Rein, Irvin. 1993, 46 
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exporters, new residents and corporate headquarters has to be considered. 

All of these stakeholders are important to have in mind, as they are the ones 

the marketing should target58.  

 

3.2.3 The usage of city branding 

As mentioned earlier cities can be branded like products and services. 

Whereas city marketing mostly focuses on the traditional marketing; mix, 

price, place and promotion59, city branding includes added value, mission, 

vision, image and identity.  

Although city branding has its origin in place marketing the focus is slightly 

different. In city branding the objective is to improve the image of a city to 

attract companies, potential citizens, tourists, institutions, arrangements 

and events60. The attractiveness of a place is what makes the brand and can 

be defined as:  

  

 When a place manages to create favorable brand associations  

 in the minds of the targeted customers, a place brand has been born61 

 

& 

 

 Place branding means bringing added attraction to a place, the central 

 issue being to build the brand identity. Place product is total offering mix 

 of the place to-place customers62 

 

There are several ways of branding a city in order to make it attractive. One 

is to create attention about the city. Without attention the awareness of the 

brand will not be improved. It is important for cities to differentiate them 

selves and stand out to attract the right stakeholders. But a city also has to 

show consistency in its brand, meaning that it does not change over time or 

                                                
58 Rainisto, Seppo K. 2003/4, 16 
59 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing_mix 
60 Kavaratzis, M. 2003, 4 
61 Rainisto, Seppo K. 2003/4, 49 
62 Rainisto, Seppo K 2003/4, 12 
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at least not to rapidly. If the city’s brand changes to often the stakeholders 

will get confused and not know the meaning of the brand and their 

associations might change or become to contradictory and thereby not 

generating an identity for he brand. Additionally the image of a city is a 

reason for city branding, because the image says a lot about the city. The 

image of the brand states how the identity of the city is perceived and has to 

be considered if the branding is to be successful. Another possibility is to 

brand the added value a city brand has. The added value can with its 

emotional benefits make the brand stronger in the minds of the customers 

and make them prefer the city to other cities63.   

 

In city branding the brand name is the same as the city name and people 

have associations about the city. Cities often have symbols, a name, 

packaging and reputation to be aware of. If these factors are not taken into 

consideration and managed, the city will not be attractive64. Therefore a city 

brand must have a clear identity and image to be able to position it self. But 

it cannot just position it self any way it wants, because as mentioned before 

the brand, when looked upon from a constructionists point of view, has to be 

accepted and reproduced, before actually becoming a brand. If it is not seen 

as a trustworthy city branding, the brand will not be accepted, reproduced 

nor evoke certain emotions and associations. Let me illustrate this by giving 

an example of a city branding strategy destined to fail: Randers is a medium 

sized city located north of Aarhus. Unfortunately the city is infamous for its 

high crime per citizen, assaults, robbery and violence65. The locals or the rest 

of the population surely would not accept a city branding strategy that said 

“Randers, the most peaceful city in Denmark”, and therefore it would not be 

a brand. 

 

The reason why city branding has increased around the world the latest 

years, is due to change in society where cities have become competitors with 

                                                
63 www.communicaiders.dk/files/Artikler/artikel_place_branding.pdf 
64 Rainisto, Seppo K, 2003, 45 
65 Gulmann, S. 2005, 239 
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other cities in attracting the right stakeholders. Meanwhile the global 

economy, politics and the technological development are changing rapidly. 

The cities have to adapt to this development, and use its local resources to 

cope with the increasing competition66.  

 

City branding is not only applied to attract companies, potential citizens, 

tourists, institutions, arrangements and events, but also to develop or 

strengthen the citizens’ identity and the possibility for them to identify with 

their city:  

 

 City branding is understood as the means both for achieving competitive 

 advantage in order to increase inward investment and tourism, but also as 

 the means for achieving community development, reinforcing local identity 

 and identification of the citizens with their city and activating all social 

 forces to avoid social exclusion and unrest67 

 

This implies that city branding can be used to send messages to a city’s own 

citizens to build an internal conscience and security about the city brand 

that is necessary to be able to make an external branding of the city. 

Meaning that the citizens are the most important target group in city 

branding and the most important ambassadors in the branding of the city68.  

 

3.2.4 The definition of city branding 

Branding a city is a more complex and challenging than it is to brand a 

company or a product.  

 

 Moreover cities can be seen as highly complex brands that are constantly 

 changing and less well defined as more difficult to control than those in 

 the corporate domain69 

 
                                                
66 Kavaratzis, M. 2003, 74 
67 Kavaratzis, M. 2003, 13 
68 Kavaratzis, M 2003, 12 
69 Trueman, Myfanwy, Klemm, Mary & Giroud, Axele, 2004, 328 
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However branding of cities is possible as it is defined as a task of: 

 

 City branding is fundamental to create emotional relations between a city, 

 its citizens, business community, tourists and the surroundings. City 

 branding is possibility to differentiate the city as in relation to other cities. 

 City branding takes its point of origin in the city’s soul, offers and vision 

 and is the communicating part of the City design-method70.  

 

When branding a city the objective is creating and maintaining trust. The city 

has to fulfill its promise to the stakeholders and strive to provide more value 

then the promise implies. City branding can be seen as a method of 

visualizing and enforcing the attributes and characteristics that make the 

city different then others. 

The city branding can both have internal and external stakeholders, meaning 

the citizens and business community as the relevant stakeholders outside 

the city.  

The internal branding is, as mentioned above, the most important one, as the 

citizens are a part of the city’s development and emotionally involved in the 

city. The citizens are the ambassadors to the world and the city’s reputation 

depend on how their emotions are and how they communicate the city’s 

brand.  

External branding of a city is made to attract new citizens, companies and 

tourists etc. by communicating the design, soul and offers of the city71. 

Even though as mentioned previously the branding of a city can in some 

ways be approached the same way as branding products, there are some 

factors to be aware of when branding a city. A city is a living and complex 

system and not a single product. Furthermore the soul of the city will not be 

changed, and the citizens are both customers and part of the city’s brand. It 

can be seen as the citizens together represent the city’s values. Branding a 

city shall include the emotions and the characteristics of the city as being the 

soul, culture, vision, strategies and image of the city. If these are taken into 

                                                
70 Gulmann, S. 2005, 230 
71 Gulmann, S. 2005, 235 
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consideration it makes it possible to create a strong city brand72.  

The branding of a city shall follow the interest the citizens, the business 

community and the municipality and they should all support it or at least 

approve of it. Even if they do not have any interests in the branding. The 

branding cannot stand alone as, but be a part of the city’s design and create 

changes in the city appearance an offers73.  

 

3.2.5 City brand identity, position and image 

To get an understanding of how city branding works it is important to briefly 

describe the connection between identity, position and image of a city brand 

as they play a significant part of the theory.  

To determine a city’s brand identity, Aaker’s definition on brand identity is a 

unique set of associations, which the city wants to create or maintain. The 

associations represent what the brand stands for and include a promise from 

the city to its stakeholders. The city’s identity is how the city wants to be 

perceived and is the part the city can control by communication what the 

company stand for to the stakeholders74.  

 

To position a city brand is the way a city tries to differentiate itself from 

other cities on at least one characteristic. It is the part(s) of a city’s identity 

that the city wants to communicate to its stakeholders to show its 

advantages and attractiveness compared to other cities. Aaker defines it as: 

  

 A brand position is the part of the identity and the value proposition that is 

 to be actively communicated to the target audience and that demonstrates 

 an advantage over competing brands75.  

  

These value propositions can be of both functional, emotional and self-

realizing advantages of the city for the stakeholders, as it is different what 

the city communicates and how the stakeholders perceive them.  

                                                
72 Gulmann, S. 2005, 231 
73 Gulmann, S. 2005, 238 
74 Aaker, D. 1996: 68 
75 Aaker, D.1996, 71 
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The image of a city brand is another element to be aware of in city branding. 

The image of a city is how the brand is perceived76. To describe it better it is 

also defined as:  

 

 Brand image is the perception of a brand in the minds of people. The 

 brand image is a mirror reflection (though perhaps inaccurate) of the brand 

 personality or product being. It is what people believe about a brand – their 

 thoughts, feelings, and expectations. Brand image is perceptions about a 

 brand as reflected by the brand associations held in consumers’ 

 memory77. 

 

The city’s choices of brand position can thereby, if successfully implied, 

influence the image the stakeholders have of the city. The city’s image is the 

thoughts, feelings and expectations the stakeholders have about a city. The 

image is an interpretation of the city, which is not controllable by a city but 

can be affected.  The city image is how the brand is perceived in reality. 

Aaker illustrates the connections between a city’s identity, positioning and 

image in the following model78.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Brand position, Brand image and Brand identity  

                                                
76 Aaker, D.1996, 71 
77 Rainisto, Seppo, K. 2003, 48 
78 Aaker, D. 1996,74 
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If a city wants to affect its image in a desired direction, it has to make a 

strategic decision about the content in the city’s identity. The city has to 

make a clear decision about how it wants its identity. Afterwards the city can 

strive through positioning to achieve the desired image.  Rainisto also states:  

 

 It is not possible to create any image for a place without a strategic  

 decision on the content of the place’s identity. When the place has created 

 a clear concept of its desired identity, the foundations of its image have 

 been established79.  

 

Additionally a city has to actively communicate its identity to have a chance 

to reach the desired image. If nothing is done actively the city will still be 

branded, but not in a controlled way. A city is branding itself whether it 

wants it or not, because people will always have an image of a city. The 

turning point in city branding is if something is done strategic to actively 

communicating parts of the city’s identity and the values the city wants to 

reflect, to the stakeholders to be able to affect the city’s image in a positive 

direction80.  

 

The previous sections about branding and city branding have been a 

description of the theory and background. The next section will describe and 

illustrate a specific model to analyze city branding in Aarhus.  

 

3.3 The tasks in city branding 

Managing city branding is not an easy task and there are multiple aspects to 

bee aware of. In their research from 2005 Mogensen and Ellerbæk discover 

seven different challenges based on different findings from well know 

researcher in the field of city branding.  

 

The challenges will each be clarified and explained, with reference to the 

original sources, in order to use them in the later analysis.  

                                                
79 Rainisto, Seppo K. 2003, 73 
80 Kotler, P. 1993, 36  
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1) The players and organizational complexity 

Several researchers mention that the players and the complexity of these is a 

factor to consider81. The number of players is one of the most important 

factors in city branding and contributes to the complexity and the time 

demanded of a city branding process. The list of the players in the city 

branding is very long and some of the most important are: the mayor, the city 

council, the municipality, the tourist organization, the business community 

and chambers of commerce, educational institutes, organizations, museums, 

attractions, unions, clubs, etc82. City branding demands a strong 

organization, a strong management and clear goals.  

The players can in different degree be involved in the city branding process. 

In some cases they might compete with each other as they have different 

goals, which makes the decision-making process complex, as a lot of interest 

has to be satisfied. Therefore the players and how they are organized have to 

be identified and taken into consideration if the city branding is going to be 

successful. The players can also be of different character, some public and 

other private. The largest challenge for a city is to overcome the 

organizational fragmentation internally in the municipality’s administration 

and the loose alliances with partners from both the private and public sector. 

For city branding to be successful requires a joint support from all players83.  

 

2) The politic in city branding 

Branding a city also involve a lot of politics. Municipalities and cities are 

regulated by national law and regulations. These regulations can decrease to 

range of branding as they have to be aware of other laws such as the 

administrative law, and the public law, that companies are not regulated by. 

At the same time it is the city council that manages city branding, elected 

through democracy. This means that the parties represented in the city 

council often has different political interest that drives the city branding, 

                                                
81 Hankinson, G. 2001, 136 and Højmark, K. 2006, 74 
82 Kotler, P. 1993, 34 
83 http://www.kommunikationsforening.dk/Menu/Fagligt+nyt/Artikler/City+branding+ 
    med+besindelse! 
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instead of financial interest. Politic and political goals are an important part 

of the city branding process. It requires a lot of political support that has to 

be in a long-term perspective, otherwise the branding will fail84  

 

3) The economy in city branding 

Branding is expensive, and city branding is very expensive. There has to be a 

long-term financial determination from the municipality side, because city 

branding is in a long-term perspective. Although it is not that simple, as 

budgets and funding are negotiated every year. The budgets can thereby 

become smaller each year, if the municipality chooses to use its finances in 

other places. A result of this can be a limited promotion of the city brand and 

viewed a lack of political will85 

The budgets in a municipality are often not enough to implement and carry 

out a complete city branding strategy. A corporation and support is also 

required between the municipality and the business community as it is 

expensive86. 

 

4) Strategic and operational abilities 

To be successful in city branding requires strategic and operational abilities. 

A city has to make a long-term strategy with city branding. At the same time 

it has to be able to implement the strategy by supporting it through plans 

and action. In some cases the city does not have the ability to do both or 

none87.  

 

5) Branding strategy 

The players and the branding management have to agree on a joint strategy 

when applying city branding. But the question is, if it is possible.  

                                                
84 http://www.kommunikationsforening.dk/Menu/Fagligt+nyt/Artikler/City+branding+ 
    med+besindelse! 
85 Hankinson, G. 2001, 139 
86 http://www.kommunikationsforening.dk/Menu/Fagligt+nyt/Artikler/City+branding+med+ 
    besindelse! 
87 Rainisto, Seppo K. 2003, 39  
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As mentioned earlier, city branding and place marketing are often described 

as the same. In Kotler’s model of 1993, there are different strategies in place 

marketing. One of them concerns branding and is called Image marketing88. 

The other strategies in place marketing are called; Attraction marketing; 

Infrastructure marketing and People marketing. They are regular marketing 

strategies and do not have anything to do with branding.  

 

Image marketing states six different image situations a city can have89.  

 

• Positive image: The city is associated with something good.  

• Weak image: The city is not well known. 

• Negative Image: The city is associated with something bad. 

• Mixed image: The city is associated with both positive and negative 

things. 

• Contrast image: The city is associated with things in contrast.  

• Over attractive image: The city has so much success that it is being 

choked. The solution can be to create a negative image in some areas, 

to decrease the growth. 

 

The image situations states what associations people have with the city’s 

image, how it is actually perceived.  Using this method the city has to 

determine the image situation they are in, to improve and choose the right 

image strategy for the future. The branding of a city depends on the unity of 

purpose and commitment by all stakeholders to a common branding 

strategy90. 

 

6) Target group 

A city has a lot of target groups of its branding. Some of these are91: 

• Visitors:   

   -Business visits (meeting, conferences, sales rep. etc) 

                                                
88 Kotler, P. 1993, 35 
89 Kotler, P. 1993:35 
90 Hankinson, G. 2001, 137 
91 Kotler, P. 1993:24 
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   -Tourists and travelers that visit friend and family 

• Citizens and employees  

   -People living in the city 

   -The workforce in different business areas 

• Business and industry 

   -Different businesses, industries, trade and service 

• Export markets 

   -Regions national and international 

 

Even though this is a wide range of target groups they all have to be 

considered. But a city cannot appeal to all potential target groups.  The task 

is to choose the desired target groups the city wants to address and focus 

their resources on them. It is a complicated task to undertake with all of the 

players involved, as they can have different goals and interests. The 

complexity becomes even bigger, if the same stakeholder is part of different 

target groups, as a tourist also can be a potential contact to companies and 

investors in their hometown in relation to the city they visit92.  

 

7) Measuring  

As mentioned earlier some researchers question the affect of branding. This 

also applies to city branding. Cities has a great need to document the affects 

of city branding when making budgets. Without measuring the affects no 

budget. Without budgets no measuring.  Branding in general lack methods of 

measuring and more important lack valid measuring of the city branding 

affect. As a consequence cities often prefer to use their finances on other and 

measurable things. They rather use their resources on the branding process 

than on measuring the affects93.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
92 Hankinson, G. 2003, 42 
93 Hankinson, G 2001, 140 
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3.4 Theoretical tool 

This section summarizes the understanding of this thesis’ terminology and 

converts it into a tool for the analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Theoretical tool (08.01.09) 
 
The previous figure shows the surrounding 7 aspects, which constantly will 

be evolving and thereby creating both possibilities and/or barriers affecting 

the subject.  

Above the main figure is the concept of city branding derived from a complex 

mixture of both the notion branding and place marketing.  
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4. International Sport Events as City Branding 

in Aarhus 
The objective of Aarhus is to be branded through its characteristics of 

knowledge, roots and beat. Supporting the city’s beat is done by branding 

Aarhus as the number one sport event city in Denmark and as sport event 

city to the rest of the world. This shall be achieved by attracting international 

sport events to the city.  

 

Using the created theoretical tool, the analysis investigates how the 

international sport events are used in the strategic international branding of 

Aarhus, focusing on the possibilities and/or barriers. 

 

4.1 The “City of Smile”  

Cities all over the world brand themselves to become more attractive. Aarhus 

is a city in the global market, and the city has to be branded to actively 

become more attractive. Using Aaker’s94 definition of a brand makes the 

brand Aarhus, the symbol or name intended to identify the goods and service 

of the city. These goods and services are to be differentiated from other cities. 

The brand of Aarhus signals the source of the city, to protect both the 

stakeholders and the city from other cities that will provide goods and 

services that can appear identical95. This means that the city shall use the 

symbols and characteristics that is the core of the city to appear differently 

then other cities to attract the target groups. 

 

4.1.1 The Branding of Aarhus 

To differentiate Aarhus from other cities a branding strategy is required to 

attract new citizens, tourists, companies etc. and at the same time maintain 

the spirit of the current citizens. As other cities in the international 

competition Aarhus has a branding strategy: 

 

                                                
94 Aaker, D. A. 1996, 71 
95 Aaker, D. A.1996, 68 
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 The goal is to brand Aarhus in a specific area, supported by a couple of 

 other important positive characteristics, so that Aarhus gets a considerable 

 profile and thereby becoming attractive in the public and in relation to 

 chosen stakeholders. The city wants more to actively seeking Aarhus – 

 most of all students, the business community and tourists. Meanwhile 

 there are some conditions that have to be fulfilled before the branding can 

 be successful– regardless the topic/theme96. 

 

 The definition shows that the city is aware of being different than other 

cities. They focus on profiling the city to the stakeholders they want to attract 

by communicating the characteristics and values that the city believes 

attract them.   As mentioned earlier the city has developed a detailed 

branding strategy to achieve the wanted affect. The objective was to gather 

and coordinate the marketing of positive forces that already exist and the 

initiatives that are planned in the future.  

The following figure will illustrate how the city branding strategy is intended 

to function in Aarhus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Branding of Aarhus (09.02.09) 

                                                
96 Aarhus kommune – Branding, branding af Aarhus, april 2004, p 9 
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In relation to the research question the international sport events is part of 

Aarhus’ beat. The international sport events are something that happens in 

the city and states that the city is evolving. 

The Beat – aspect, as mentioned earlier, is put into action by the use of 

international sport events to show that Aarhus has beat. The international 

sport events signal and support the characteristic that a lot of initiatives are 

undertaken in Aarhus, and the city focuses on creating a city with a lot of 

functionalities and benefits for the stakeholders. 

Making sports part of a city’s image is possible, because “sport” has an 

appeal on many levels to both men, women, children ad teens. Sport is 

associated with health, and thereby the absence of illness, and quality of life. 

Moreover sports connect people by giving them a common ground for 

experiences, whether is it on an active or passive spectator level.  

 

The positioning term outlines the actively performed communication to the 

target population.  

The city of Aarhus is very different than other cities using international sport 

events in their branding. The city stands out as being a small city in the 

international scene. Despite the size, or maybe even because of its size, the 

city is unique97. Aarhus is also known as the smallest “large” city98. It is a 

unique “large” city due to its low number of citizens and high diversity. The 

surroundings of the beautiful nature close by and the harbour almost in the 

middle of the city supports this characteristic.  

 

The small size of the city and relationships in the city makes everyone come 

together both within the citizens and business community99.  

The international sport events in Aarhus have a high quality and the city is 

perceived as friendly and happy100. This tells something about the soul of the 

city, as these characteristic points out the associations made towards Aarhus 

                                                
97 Interview with Finn Lyck, Sport Aarhus Events, August 2008 
98 www.da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storby 
99 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
100 Idrættens Analyseinstitut, Dokumentation, Den Røde Tråd i effektanalyserne 1-19,1998 
     – 2004,Internationale sports events i Danmark, hvad er de værd?, udgivet maj 2006 
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as a sport event city. Furthermore pointing out the emotions that 

stakeholders have of Aarhus. 

In this way Aarhus aim to position itself as a different large city with the best 

quality and friendly people in beautiful surroundings. The image is not seen 

as being too positive, because of the city’s large amount of ethnic minorities 

in the ghetto Gellerup, but this group of people also provides Aarhus with a 

multicultural aspect and high social tolerance.  

 

Another way Aarhus aim to differentiate, is through the vision of wanting to 

become the country’s number one sport event city in Denmark and compete 

with the rest of the world101. Normally it would be the capital of a country 

that achieves this position. Aarhus has now been the leading sport event city 

in Denmark since 2005. This is shown by the number and sizes of the 

international sport events102, and in the rapport made by Sportbusiness 

Group, Aarhus is the only Danish mentioned as one of the best in the 

world103. This demonstrates that the city has a lot to offer and a lot of 

potential. The positioning also shows that the city is serious in the use of 

international sport events in their branding strategy. 

 

4.1.2 Brand Identity of Aarhus 

The brand identity of Aarhus provides the direction, purpose and meaning for 

the brand. The brand identity is the soul of the city – the sum of 

associations.  

Aarhus’ identity is how the city is wants to be perceived. The identity is the 

associations and advantages that the city can control and actively 

communicate to the target groups104. A brand identity gives Aarhus the 

opportunity to build a relationship with the stakeholders by involving the 

associations of functional, emotional and self-expressed benefits of the city in 

                                                
101 Interview with Finn Lyck, Sport Aarhus Events, August 2008 
102 Idrættens Analyseinstitut, Dokumentation, Internationale Sportevents I Danmark  
     2006, Hvad er  de værd?, udgivet august 2007 
103 http://www.sportbusiness.com/reports/166633/ultimate-sports-cities-2008 
104 Aaker, D. A. 1996, 68 
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its identity105. The relationship has the purpose of creating value if they 

benefit from the brand identity, and should therefore target both internal and 

external stakeholders of the city106.  

 

Aarhus aim to create the city’s identity by communicating on the Knowledge, 

Roots and Beat as the functionality and benefits of Aarhus. Thereby reaching 

a wide target population, a very large span of different people, able to identify 

and associate with the core of the city. Examples on Aarhus’ functionality 

and benefits are the large range of educational institutes, day-care system, 

museums, congress centre, large hospitals, nature, infrastructure, shopping 

centre, facilities, sport clubs, amusement park etc.  

 

The members of the city council have been aware, that branding Aarhus is a 

costly, complicated and long-term process. They have maintained the faith 

that Aarhus can be differentiated from other cities through branding of 

international sport events. This is clarified in the current branding strategy 

from 2004 and the focus on sport events since 1993.  

The municipality, business community and citizens all support the 

international sport events as a mean in the branding strategy in Aarhus107. 

Consequently the branding strategy has been offered excellent conditions to 

achieve its objectives, because the players mentioned above, all support the 

identity of Aarhus as being a city that host international sport event.  

Including the citizens in the planning group, has affected the strategy’s 

opportunity of becoming more successful, because of the heterogeneity of 

many local interests represented.  

When creating a valid, trustworthy and accepted brand it is by Aaker 

considered being a liability when the quest for the brand identity is overrun 

by the brand position, or in other words; when the slogan becomes the goal 

rather than a fully developed brand identity. Thus creating a risk of the 

positioning being “thin air” with a limited time frame.  

                                                
105 Aaker, D. A. 1996, 87 
106 Aaker, D. A. 1996, 68 
107 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
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By creating associations from several different parties the likelihood of 

making a genuine identity raises, and thereby making the credibility of “beat” 

in the city more trustworthy. 

On the other hand, having too different people in the planning process may 

also create some dangers. For example one could anticipate the different 

parties of being egocentric in the negotiation processes, and one could also 

fear that the same element creating opportunities could also be a risk. The 

making of to many associations puts Aarhus at risk of positioning it self 

without any depth, and thereby without recognizing the necessity of 

providing the city with a “soul”, and direction for the future.  The planning 

group of the branding strategy in Aarhus may need to consider this, when 

wanting to make a full set of associations about the city, and not just 

sporadically, and perhaps contradicting images. It is potentially confusing for 

both the locals, and especially the international arena, when a brand “over-

brands” it self, and a city is reduced to a slogan without soul.  

 

This apparently is not seen to be the case, because the image of Aarhus’, how 

the city actually is perceived in the stakeholders’ minds, is as a beautiful 

city108 and the citizens as friendly and happy109. Other stakeholders think of 

Aarhus as a city of high quality, as the international sport events are 

arranged with a high level of quality. Or as Finn Lyck expresses:  

  

 “Aarhus has the reputation and image that sport events are executed 

 smoothly and is a good experience without any problems. The city makes 

 things work”110.  

 

Over all there is a positive image of Aarhus, but nevertheless the branding of 

Aarhus does not necessarily achieve its goals. The strategists can perceive 

                                                
108 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
109 Idrættens Analyseinstitut, Dokumentation, Den Røde Tråd i effektanalyserne  
     1-19,1998- 2004,Internationale sports events i Danmark, hvad er de værd?,   
     udgivet maj 2006 
110 Interview with Finn Lyck, Sport Aarhus Events, August 2008 
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the characteristic in another way than the stakeholders. The stakeholders 

can perceive the characteristics differently then they were intended or they 

do not identify with them. Consequently the image can be perceived 

differently in the mind of the stakeholders, than the Aarhus intended when 

they communicate the identity of Aarhus.  

 

4.1.3 The Symbolism 

As part of the brand of Aarhus, it is important to investigate the symbols of 

Aarhus as they represent a way to perceive Aarhus’ brand.  

The symbols of Aarhus shall provide structure and consistency to the city’s 

identity. With a symbol Aarhus can develop more recognition and recall in 

the customers minds. In relation to Aarhus as a sport city there are several 

visual images to consider. The visual symbols of Aarhus are illustrated and 

explained in the following. 

 

 

 

       
 

The first symbol the city has is the municipality’s logo. It consist of the town 

shield from 1938.  The logo is used in all official communication from the 

municipality, such as letters, envelopes, brochures, webpage and in 

advertises111.  The logo symbolizes the elements the city stands for by 

enlighten the quay, waves, the people with anchor and sword, the towers, 

moon and a star. It is worth noticing the white waves in the bottom are 

shaped like a smile as in the town slogan. 

 
                                                
111 www.aarhuskommune.dk/portal/organisation/aarhus_kommune_generelt/aarhus_ 
     kommunes_logo 
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The second logo of Aarhus is the newest one. The logo was developed in 2006 

to support the old slogan of the city, “The City of Smile”. The usage of has 

been debated earlier but with reference to the city’s webpage the new logo is 

seen as the symbol of the city as a whole, and not only the municipality as 

the logo above. It will be used in the future marketing and profiling the 

city112. The symbol is used to indicate that Aarhus is a happy and friendly 

city profile. When viewed as a branding strategy and drawing on this thesis’ 

understanding of the term as it being something constructed in social 

interaction, it is likely to be accepted by the locals. It is a desirable position 

to take, and therefore the brand is accepted and reproduced, and perhaps 

more likely to be spread to the rest of the world.  

 

        
 

Another logo in relation to sport events and Aarhus is the logo of Sport 

Aarhus Events113. Quite clearly is the Danish flag, right above “Aarhus” which 

indicates, that this is not just a local company, but also rather an ambitious 

and internationally striving company.  

 

 

 

                                                
112 www.aarhuskommune.dk/view/organisation/nyhedsarkiv/nyheder_fra_2006/nyheder 
     _fra_borgmesterens_afdeling_2006/view_col2_pressemeddelelser_2006_borgmesterens_ 
     afdelig?page=nyhed/2238935 
113 www.sport-aarhus-events.dk/Default.aspx 
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To make matters even more complex. VisitAarhus, who is responsible for the 

marketing and branding, also have their own logo. The logo also states the 

name of the company and symbolizes warmth with the Danish flag shaped 

like a heart.  

Four logos all in relation to Aarhus as a sport events city create some 

confusion. The customers might not understand the sender or owner of the 

logo. Especially the customers of sport events, as they come from all over the 

world and do not know the difference between the municipality, city, the 

tourist organization and Sport Aarhus Events. The different logos do not 

contribute to the understanding of the brand identity as they can create 

confusion. Although the logo of Sport Aarhus Events does not create 

confusion as the name is enlightened in the logo, and makes the purpose of 

the company clear. 

But nevertheless it is confusing because it is a secretariat within the 

municipality. Sport Aarhus Event uses all three logos on their webpage so 

the stakeholders of sport events see all of them. On the municipalities 

webpage it is not made clear if the in what relation they uses which logos. 

The interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen didn’t produce an 

unambiguous answer. He was of the opinion that the municipality uses 

mainly uses the “old” logo internally with municipal reference, whereas the 

“new” is also used by others externally such as VisitAarhus towards the 

tourists114.  But with reference to what is described previously, the logo of the 

entire city is the “new” logo whereas the “old” is only of the municipality. The 

logos should be differentiated better so the customers better understand 

them and gets the right associations otherwise they will be confused. The 

symbol of Aarhus should be obvious, as should the logo(s). If the city does 

not take this into consideration, the brand identity will not be clear to the 

stakeholders of international sport events. They simply do get confused with 

                                                
114 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
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so many logos from different senders or owners. The city should have only 

one logo to achieve the best result of the brand as a symbol.  

It would be a mistake if the city doesn’t use “The City of Smile” logo in the 

branding of Aarhus. The city already has it as the slogan, which makes the 

connection and joining even more obvious. “The City of Smile” is one of the 

most positive slogans and a lot of other cities around the world strive to have 

just a bit of the same emotions and images related to their city brand. It is a 

gift to Aarhus to have this slogan and has to bee exploited. 

 

Marketing Aarhus is not the same as marketing a product, but the marketing 

effort can be just as concentrated. The marketing of Aarhus is complex and is 

close related to the branding of Aarhus. The marketing of Aarhus is to design 

a city that satisfy the stakeholders needs, whereas branding Aarhus is about 

creating an emotional relationship between the stakeholders and the brand. 

There are a lot of concerns and stakeholders have to be taken into 

consideration when marketing Aarhus. Many of the city’s attributes and 

characteristics are marketed towards the different target groups.  

 

As mentioned earlier it is the tourist organization VisitAarhus that is 

responsible of coordinating the marketing effort in Aarhus, as well as 

producing the materials used in the marketing. They also handle the internal 

communication in the city between the stakeholders and control the event 

manuals and events calendar115.  

 

With international sport events the design of Aarhus involves the facilities. 

They are a significant part of the designing of Aarhus to be able to attract 

and use international sport events in the branding strategy. The city has a lot 

of facilities for sport events; the most used are NRGI Park, NRGI Arena, 

Vilhelmsborg and the harbour116. These facilities are well suited for 

international sport events although they are not very large compared to other 

                                                
115 www.visitaarhus.com/danmark/da-dk/menu/eventafdeling/aarhus events/maalsaet 
     ning/maalsaetning.htm 
116 www.sport-aarhus-events.dk/Default.aspx?id=75 
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cities’ facilities. If Aarhus is compared to Gothenburg, Sweden, then NRGI 

Arena has only the capacity of 1.200 spectators117 where as the 

Scandinavium arena in Gothenburg has the capacity of 12.000 spectators118. 

The situation is the same with the stadium where in Aarhus NRGI Park has 

the capacity of 20.000, and Ullevi in Gothenburg has the capacity of 40.000 

spectators. This is an interesting comparison as Gothenburg also is marketed 

and branded as a sport events city in Scandinavian. The facilities limit the 

size of the sport events, but Aarhus sees it an advantage they are right next 

to each other and the service is excellent119.  

The level in place marketing if drawing on Kotlers Levels of Place marketing, 

regards the potential consumers. These are the receivers of the marketing of 

Aarhus. Marketing the international sport events, the receivers are the 

international sport associations, the potential spectators, investors, new 

citizens and tourists. Today VisitAarhus’ marketing focus is not significantly 

towards sport events as it is towards the other cultural offers the city has 

within its Beat120.  

 

Interestingly enough the city has, despite the above, actually been quite 

successful in attracting large sport events and created attention about it the 

city as a sport event city.  This is seen by the sport events the city has hosted 

(see enclosure 1) and through the attention towards some of the events. 

In the following I will investigate this further, because the capability of 

succeeding a branding strategy without any substantial marketing is 

remarkable and worth taking into account. 

 

4.2 The potential 

The results are obvious by the number of international sport events hosted in 

Aarhus. Since 2002 Aarhus has hosted 43 large sport events, mostly on an 

international level, which makes it the most used city in Denmark121.  

                                                
117 www.atletion.dk/?id=10495 
118 www.gotevent.se/English/facilities_english.asp 
119 Interview with Finn Lyck and Mariann Vinding, Sport Aarhus Events 
120 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
121 Enclosure 1 
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On an international level the survey of Sportbusiness Group position Aarhus 

among the best cities in the world of hosting sport events, which affects the 

entire brand of Aarhus.   

This means that Aarhus has been successful in implementing the branding 

strategy and use international sport events as a part of the city brand.  

The city has competed with cities around the world and been chosen as host 

city122. The following will show how much attention and what affects the 

sport events has made for the city in from 1998 to 2006 

 

Table 1123, 124, 125 

 Year 1998-2004 2005 2006 

Number of international sport events 4 3 5 

Days of events in the city 35 19 43 

Financial turnover in the city in DKK 116.100.000 27.928.125 55.462.500 

Employment effect* 191 41 100 

* In year work.   

 

As table 1 shows the international sport events have had a numerous affects 

on the city. First of all the city gets a large turnover from the events. The 

turnover is mainly from the participants and the spectators of events. The 

employment in Aarhus is affected by the events and their turnover, as they 

are large events. Many people are needed to host the events and the 

employment rises as a cause of the events. The numbers in table one is not 

the amount of extra workplaces created by the events, but an indicator of 

how many fulltime workplaces are required of the events. Some involved in 

the events may already be occupied with the events and the events use a lot 

of volunteers.    

                                                
122 Interview with Finn Lyck, Sport Aarhus Events, Atletion, primo August 2008 
123 Idrættens Analyseinstitut, Dokumentation, Den Røde Tråd i effektanalyserne 1-19,1998– 
     2004,Internationale sports events i Danmark, hvad er de værd?, udgivet maj 2006 
124 Idrættens Analyseinstitut, Dokumentation, Internationale Sportevents I Danmark  
     2005, Hvad er de værd?, udgivet marts 2006 
125 Idrættens Analyseinstitut, Dokumentation, Internationale Sportevents I Danmark  
     2006, Hvad er de værd?, udgivet august 2007 
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The turnover is something added, by focusing on international sport events, 

to the city because they would not have visited the city without the events. 

During the days of events in the city, it becomes more alive and symbolizes 

beat.  

International sport events create attention, not only internally in the city and 

to its citizens, but also because the events attract spectators to follow the 

events and the medias that cover the events. The attention on the single 

event attracts medias of those countries the event engages, as the countries 

the spectators and participants come from. The media can then produce 

further attention to the Aarhus by mentioning the host city. The attention 

produces awareness of the city and become a part of peoples mind. The 

awareness increases the recognition and recall of Aarhus and builds the 

identity of Aarhus as a sport event city. The single event can then help build 

the brand of Aarhus, through the identity, image and position the city gains 

from the events. Furthermore the attention can make it easier for Aarhus to 

attract international sport events in the future.   

 

The above states that Aarhus creates some attention. Nevertheless the city 

does not use the potential to its fullest. In 2006 Aarhus hosted the largest 

international event ever in Denmark, the World Championship in 

Gymnastics. The event created huge attention and attracted 554 

participants, a lot of official and trainers, but most importantly more than 

300 representatives of the media126. The event was showed 815 million times 

all over the world, defined by the number of television viewers, number of 

read papers, heard in radios and the number of hits on the internet where 

the event was mentioned127. This large amount of people hearing, seeing or 

reading Aarhus’ name is unique for a city like Aarhus.  

 

Despite this great attention, Aarhus has not been able to generate the 

potential affect.  

                                                
126 www.sport-aarhus-events.dk/Default.aspx?id=75 
127 www.aarhuskommune.dk/view/forside/view_col1_forsideliste?_page=nyhed/5875249 
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 We did not take it into consideration to promote and brand the city 

 during the event128.  

 

It was forgotten to nurture the media and promote the city more. Many, 

shortly after having become aware of the city, therefore forgot about it again. 

The reason was that the city only focused on arranging the best possible 

event129. This leaves some annoyance by both Sport Aarhus Events and the 

municipality. Both parties’ see the impact of the World Championship in 

Gymnastics as being too small. The municipality has the perception that has 

not become easier to attract international sport events130.  

Sport Aarhus Events does not share this opinion. They see the development 

in the number and sizes of international sport events as a consequence of the 

previous events131. Meaning all previous events help attract new once.  

This moves the focus on to investigating the organizational complexity 

between the internal players amongst this field. 

 

4.3 Players in branding Aarhus 

An important player in the branding of Aarhus is the municipality. This 

includes the city council that originally decided to have a branding strategy 

for Aarhus. Aarhus municipality is responsible for coordinating the process 

and make sure that it is done in the interest of the city. As mentioned earlier 

is the actual branding of Aarhus managed by the tourist organization 

VisitAarhus, as they are seen right for the task132.  

Another player in the city branding is Sport Event Aarhus. They are an 

organization within the municipality that handles the arranging and 

attracting of international sport events. Whereas VisitAarhus has the focus 

on branding Aarhus as a whole, Sport Aarhus Events is only involved with 

sport events. Event manager at Sport Aarhus Events, Finn Lyck has made a 

                                                
128 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
129 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
130 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
131 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
132 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
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great effort in attracting large sport events to Aarhus. His work and drive has 

put Aarhus on the world map as recognized sport event city133. The attention 

and initiatives has helped creating the culture of Aarhus being a sport event 

city.  Although the city does not have the best facilities for sport events in the 

world, they have managed to attract large sport events. This has been 

possible through the large corporation between the public and the business 

community134. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: The players in the strategy (20.02.09) 

 

As illustrated in the figure above is the use of international sport events in a 

successful city branding strategy an interaction between essentially Sport 

Aarhus Events, attracting the events, and VisitAarhus generating the needed 

buzz for Sport Aarhus Event to keep attracting large events. Moreover several 

other players can be identified as both being a possibility and/or a barrier for 

the branding strategy’s success. For example is the population of Aarhus 

needed to be taken into consideration when maintaining the desired brand 

identity of Aarhus being an international sports city. And for this to be 

successful in the long run, the municipality is required to make the benefits 

                                                
133 www.videncentervto.dk/programcity_presse.pdf 
134 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
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obvious for the citizens – for example larger turnover, hands needed to 

execute the events, amusement for the population in attending these events 

and significantly attracting events for a large span of audience, and thereby 

not excluding any spectators.  

In regard to the model some connections between interacting parties create 

barriers for the strategy’s success.  

 

VisitAarhus’ focus has not primarily been on international sport events 

rather than on attracting tourist and promoting other events135. When the 

company responsible for branding the sport events lack attention in the area, 

and it don’t put enough effort in the branding, the strategy of branding 

Aarhus through international sport events will not reach its objective. Then 

the city does not get enough attention towards international sport events 

held in Aarhus. It is the opinion of the members in the municipality that 

VisitAarhus so far hasn’t been successful in branding Aarhus through 

international sport events.136 

VisitAarhus manage the entire branding of Aarhus. It was the simplest way 

with only one company137. Until today the branding effort of Aarhus using 

international sport events can be discussed. The tourist organization has 

obviously not contributed enough to the branding.  

Finn Lyck states:  

 

 “There is made little or close to no marketing or promotion of the specific 

 sport events. The events kind of run themselves and attract those it can. 

 We simply do not have the money for it”138. 

 

This statement shows that not enough effort is put in the field, from Sport 

Aarhus Event’s point of view. The marketing and promotion also contribute 

to the branding of Aarhus and increases the awareness of the city. Not only 

in Denmark but also in other countries, because there is made no attempt to 

                                                
135 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
136 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
137 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
138 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
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attract spectators to these events. The lack of marketing can affect the 

branding value of Aarhus and prevent it from becoming an international 

brand. 

 

This means that the international sport events are separated from the tasks 

of VisitAarhus and managed by Sport Aarhus Events. The parting can appear 

as an advantage because Aarhus has an organization only working with 

international sport events, as they are experts in the field.  

This is not the case, because the actual branding of the international sport 

events as part of Aarhus brand as a whole is still managed by VisitAarhus. 

Meaning Sport Aarhus Events does not have anything to do with branding, 

only arranging and attracting the international sport events139.  

Considering branding the international sport events the municipality 

question whether it is done in the right way. 

 

 “When it comes to sport events and branding of those, it is something we 

 soon will look into, as we are not sure VisitAarhus has the right approach” 

 140: 

 

The municipality is of the opinion that VisitAarhus with their branding of 

Aarhus as a whole hasn’t achieved enough affect of branding the 

international sport events. VisitAarhus has focused more on branding the 

other characteristics of the city, including other parts of the city Beat as Aros 

and Festugen141. They have not included the international sport events as 

part of the branding and have not communicated all these characteristics 

and emotions about Aarhus.  

The municipality questions whether VisitAarhus is the right organization to 

handle the branding of the international sport events in Aarhus, so they can 

                                                
139 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
140 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
141 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
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contribute to the overall branding, or if VisitAarhus focus too much on only 

attracting tourists142.  

Sport Aarhus Events does not do any branding of their sport events, and has 

the impression that VisitAarhus lack its attention because they are not 

involved in the arranging and hosting143. VisitAarhus shall focus on all 

characteristics and be in close contact with all the players in city branding. It 

is not clear whether the outsourcing is the right approach, as VisitAarhus 

does not have the close contact to the business community as the 

municipality has144.  Furthermore is the corporation between VisitAarhus 

and Sport Aarhus Events not at its best145. But being the tourist organization 

of Aarhus gives VisitAarhus an advantage and the competencies on how 

Aarhus is branded as a whole. They are used to the task of branding, 

whereas as Sport Aarhus Events has no foundation of managing the task. 

 

VisitAarhus’ lack of interest in the sport events in Aarhus has become even 

clearer throughout this research. They have been contacted several times 

and invited to participate in an interview. Every time they have declined with 

an excuse of time or that the subject does not have their interest. 

Additionally they referred to Sport Aarhus Events as the once responsible for 

the branding. This remark makes it evident that a more transparent 

organization is required. The unwillingness to participate is seen as a 

negative signal, as they are offered help in analyzing the branding of Aarhus 

through international sport events. It is in their interest to bring some light 

to the subject, as they are managing the task. Additionally are the two other 

significant player, Sport Aarhus Events and the municipality, more than 

happy to contribute to this thesis. They both see the necessity in exploring 

the branding, as it hasn’t been exploited to its fullest, as stated by both 

parties. 

 

                                                
142 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
143 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008  
144 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
145 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
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It would have been interesting to explore the subject with VisitAarhus, to get 

their opinion why they in the eyes of other lack attention in the field? Do they 

see a conflict of interest in branding sport events? Are they unwilling to 

corporate with Sport Aarhus Events? Does VisitAarhus really not see it as 

their task to include the international sport events in the branding of Aarhus 

as a whole?  

 

Without the participation of VisitAarhus it has been difficult to investigate 

and challenge the corporation about the branding and managing of the sport 

events in Aarhus. But there are obviously some mismatch with the intentions 

of the branding strategy and the actual branding of Aarhus with 

international sport events as a mean.  

 

Consequently it would be better to unite VisitAarhus and Sport Aarhus 

Events into one organization. VisitAarhus already has an event department 

that manages all events in Aarhus except the sport events. As VisitAarhus is 

managing the branding of Aarhus a whole, it would be an advantage to 

gather all events in one organization. By doing this all branding is done from 

one united operative and not two.  

The municipality, city council and Aarhus in general would benefit from the 

positive synergies a fusion of the two organizations would create. The fusion 

will make those who are experts in arranging and attracting international 

sport events work together with those who use them in the branding 

strategy. Meaning there will only be one player instead of two. Furthermore 

all the potential misunderstandings, superfluous communication, 

unwillingness to work together and only striving own goals would be 

eliminated.  It is not a large task to unite the two organizations. Sport Aarhus 

Events already has its office outside the municipality at NRGI Arena and only 

consist of two employees. VisitAarhus will then be a more complete in its 

managing of Aarhus’ brand. It becomes considerably easier to use the 

international sport events in branding if the two players are united and strive 

a joint objective. 
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The business community in Aarhus is a significant player in the city 

branding as the city relies on their corporation and financial support. In 

Aarhus there is a good relationship and corporation between the different 

players in city branding. The city gains from its size by being in close contact 

with the business community146. The companies are emotionally involved. In 

some cases companies sponsor the events and other contribute by helping in 

the practical part of the events147. The companies, who sponsor the events, 

support the events financially.  However they receive recognition and 

branding affect themselves through their support in a sponsorship, because 

they are mentioned in relation with the events. 

Every time an international sport event is held in Aarhus the business 

community are involved. The same is the case with the different sport clubs 

and organization in Aarhus. The city gains a lot from a high willingness 

among volunteers from different clubs and organizations to help arrange the 

international sport events148. This implies another player and communicator 

of the city brand, the citizens. The citizens of Aarhus are in many ways the 

most important communicators of the city’s brand. They are the 

ambassadors of the brand to the world as they communicate their emotions 

and images of the brand. The citizens of Aarhus are perceived as friendly and 

happy in connection to international sport events, both the volunteers and 

the normal citizens149. This tells something about the soul and identity of 

Aarhus, as these characteristic points out the associations made towards 

Aarhus by using the international sport events as part of the branding 

strategy. 

 

The players and their close corporation in Aarhus make the city more 

competitive towards other cities in the world. The attributes of the 

organization are difficult to copy because it involves the people and 

surroundings of the city. Another city can compete in single attributes such 

                                                
146 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
147 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
148 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
149 Idrættens Analyseinstitut, Dokumentation, Den Røde Tråd i effektanalyserne 1-19,1998 
     – 2004,Internationale sports events i Danmark, hvad er de værd?, udgivet maj 2006 
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as the facilities and scale of the events they can host, but not with the entire 

organization of Aarhus. Here Aarhus is unique in its attributes and has an 

advantage in competition with other cities, as there has related a special 

emotion and images of Aarhus. 

The municipality should not only rely on the branding of sport events made 

by VisitAarhus, but also support and take part of the branding. Aarhus 

municipality does take part in the branding of sport events in Aarhus. They 

are in close contact with the business community about the branding of the 

city with reference to the international sport events hosted by Aarhus. 

 

4.4 Politic and branding in Aarhus 

The organization Aarhus is very innovative in the field of attracting and using 

international sport events in their branding strategy. This actually maybe 

even before it was decided for it to be a branding strategy. International sport 

events have been held in Aarhus before focusing on it in branding. 

Consequently the international sport events have branded Aarhus prior to 

the branding strategy whether the city was aware of it or not. 

The spare-time policy from 1993 was the first political initiative that included 

sport events150. This policy stated that Aarhus should attract more and large 

sport events. The politic has evolved trough time and the focus on has moved 

from sport events in general to more specific focus on international sport 

events151. The cause of this was, their larger contribute to the branding of 

Aarhus as a whole, because when the sport events became international the 

number stakeholders and potential customers expand to also include the 

international once.  

Aarhus has been very persistent and determined in their strategy of 

attracting international sport events. The strategy has expanded through the 

years and the political support and the support through the budgets has 

become more sufficient. Whereas the city only was a support on the side to 

Sport Aarhus Events when it was established in 1995, the organization was 

                                                
150 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008  
151 www.aarhuskommune.dk/files/aak/aak/content/filer/magistratens_4._afde 
   ling/fritids_kulturforvaltningen/fritid_pdf_mv/fritids_og_idraetspolitik/ny_ 
   sports_og_fritidspolitik/Ideer_-_sorteret_efter_emne_2.pdf 
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made from an independent association into a part of the municipality’s 

because the city wanted to create more attention to sport events152.  

The politic of branding Aarhus by the use of international sport events would 

not have been as successful and been a part of the city’s branding strategy if 

the business community didn’t contribute and support as much as they do. 

It has been vital for the long-term political determination that the companies 

and citizens in Aarhus have supported through finances or as a workforce, 

and support in general to the city brand153.   

 

The current Mayer also personally participate in attracting and the 

developing part of the sport events. The Mayer sees the international sport 

events as an important part of the Aarhus’ brand. He is included in the ideas 

about which sport events to attract and help through lobbyism in attracting 

these. Often he is the grand speaker and official opener of the international 

sport events. Though this is only regarding the large international sport 

events the municipality can see has a branding effect for the city154.  

Simultaneously Aarhus wants their international sport events to be of the 

best quality so that the customers remember and associate with the events in 

a positive way155.  

 

The politicians have been accused of using to many resources on branding 

Aarhus and show the city in their own interest156. Critics say that the city 

should instead use the finances on the things that physically matter for the 

citizens as, fixing roads, children’s care and taking better care of the elderly 

etc. City branding in Aarhus is according to its critics not working. The 

potential citizens, companies and other stakeholders do not care about the 

overall brand. Instead they relate to the concrete things they can see as their 

                                                
152 www.sport-aarhus-events.dk/Default.aspx?id=24 
153 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, august 2008 
154 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
155 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
156 http://jesperbojensen.blogs.business.dk/2008/03/27/det-er-pa-tide-at-sige-farvel-til-den 
     -kommunale-branding/ 
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benefits. By focusing on and improving the apparent functionalities and 

benefits of Aarhus, the city can easier attract the target groups157.  

These accusations have been dismissed because the arguments have nothing 

to do with branding. It is instead seen as the marketing of Aarhus. City 

branding is not seen as marketing, but the attempt to design the identity 

Aarhus158.  

 

4.5 The economy in branding Aarhus 

City branding is expensive. The branding of Aarhus has required a lot of 

financial resources through time. The municipality has since the beginning 

in 1993 attracted and hosted sport events in their budget. Their economical 

support has been maintained throughout the years and has become a 

regular part in the municipality’s budgets. Most of the budget goes to 

VisitAarhus as they manage the branding of Aarhus. But Sport Aarhus 

Events is also a regular part of the city budget. In 2008 Sport Aarhus Events 

had a budget of 4,3 million dk.kr159.  By using a large part of the budget on 

Sport Aarhus Events has resulted in VisitAarhus not recognizing their 

responsibility to brand the international sport events, as they thereby don’t 

see it as their task160.  

Furthermore has the municipality established an event foundation in 2008 

with the objective to attract and brand the events in Aarhus. The foundation 

has a budget of 15 million DKK over a four-year period161. The large 

international sport events can benefit from the foundation and receive an 

amount of money, which makes it easier to attract the events. This is an 

initiative the municipality has made to increase the effort in the area large 

city events. The foundation then maintain the branding of Aarhus as a whole 

by giving a financial contribution to the international sport events that are 

seen to benefit and support the city brand.  

                                                
157 http://jesperbojensen.blogs.business.dk/2008/03/27/det-er-pa-tide-at-sige-farvel-til-den 
     -kommunale-branding/ 
158 http://www.kommunikationsforum.dk/Kresten-Schultz-Joergensen/blog/stedernes 
     -betydning-goddag-til-place-branding 
159 Interview with Finn Lyck and Mariann Vinding, December 2007 
160 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
161 Store Aarhus begivenheder 2008 og eventpuljen. Februar 2008 
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The risk is though that each sport event is evaluated in its ability to support 

the city brand as they are in competition with other city events of receiving 

financial support. Thereby can some international sport events be neglected 

if they are not seen contributing to the city brand. Aarhus then misses out 

on an opportunity to brand the city, as it is only those events that for surtain 

will be held in Aarhus that can receive financial support.  

This means that some of the original intention of the foundation will fail, as it 

does not actively help attracting new events. To be appointed an international 

sport events can have financial requirements. Some of the international sport 

associations demand an amount from cities to be appointed host city162. 

Therefore it would be in the interest of Aarhus to address some finances in 

the work of attracting new events. 

 

4.6 The target groups of branding Aarhus  

Aarhus has a lot of groups to target in their branding strategy. The usage of 

international sport events as part of the branding emphasize that the city has 

made a choice of whom their target groups are and how to target them. The 

branding of Aarhus makes it clear what emotions and characteristics makes 

Aarhus different from other cities.  

An important target group for Aarhus is the visitors. Aarhus is attracting a 

lot of different visitors by hosting international sport events. The majority is 

the international sport associations, the athletes, the official, the 

participants, media, the spectators or just tourists. All of these visitors create 

their own image and emotions about the city. This has to be exploited so that 

these visitors attract other visitors or tourists to Aarhus, by communicating 

their perception of the city brand. 

The visitors tell about Aarhus when they return to their home country to 

their friends and family. This means that more and more becomes aware of 

Aarhus, and by hosting well-executed sport events in beautiful surroundings 

the visitors tell their positive image of Aarhus to potential tourists.  

 

                                                
162 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
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The visitors in the specific sport events are also potential tourists later on, as 

they can create strong emotions and images about Aarhus after having had 

an experience that exceeded their expectations. Then they might return not 

only themselves but with their families also. Furthermore can the visitors 

help attract potential investors to the international sport events by 

communicating the brand of Aarhus in their work relationships.  

 

Another target group that is influenced by the international sport events are 

the citizens.  They get the image and experience that Aarhus a large variety of 

functionalities and benefits that exceeds the regular once. The international 

sport events’ part of the city design is a benefit to the citizens, and makes it 

more satisfying to live in Aarhus163. This can create attention among 

potential citizens and attract them. Accordingly can the potential citizens be 

the right employees for the companies, which then attract other companies, 

which attract employees and citizens etc. 

The city becomes more alive during the international sport events and 

creates more business for the city. The international sport events create the 

identity of as a sport city with the purpose to affect Aarhus’ brand as a 

whole.  

 

4.7 Has it worked? 

Whether the branding strategy has worked or not is hard to determine and 

measure. But the branding strategy has been followed for several years and 

in the eyes of the municipality it has been a success. According to Jørn 

Sønderkjær Christensen164,  

  

 “ The city has improved its brand during the last couple of years as  

 result of the branding strategy”.  

 

                                                
163 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
164 Interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen, August 2008 
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However Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen does not mention how or in which 

ways the brand has improved. At the same time he is unable to explain what 

he bases this statement on. It is just his opinion.  

The international sport events hosted in Aarhus have had some effect on the 

branding of Aarhus. The city and the hosted international sport events have 

been recognized in survey performed of Sportbusiness Group165. 

Sportbusiness Group is a company that evaluate cities all over the world and 

their ability to host sport events. They consider all the aspects of the sport 

events in their evaluation, including the planning, understanding, marketing, 

media, volunteers, event look, budget, experiences, relationships and safety 

that together states the quality of the events.  

Aarhus is listed as one of the best cities of hosting international sport events 

in the survey that includes the top 130 cities in the world, and is the only 

Danish city included166. Being part of the top sport event cities has reality 

made a great influence on the branding of Aarhus.  

Moreover has the city become more know in relation to international sport 

events. Finn Lyck states: 

 

 Aarhus has become more know, which makes it easier to attract new 

 international sport events, and the amount and sizes of the events has 

 increased in the latest years167.  

 
The brand Aarhus as a sport events city has been created and accepted in 

the minds of the international sport organizations by appointing Aarhus to be 

a host city.  

The branding of Aarhus by the use of international sport events has in some 

way been successful. 

 

                                                
165 http://www.sportbusiness.com/reports/166633/ultimate-sports-cities-2008 
166 http://www.aarhuskommune.dk/view/organisation/nyhedsarkiv/nyheder_fra_2008/ 
     pressemeddelelser_fra_kultur_og_borgerservice/view_col2_pressemeddelelser_ 
     2008_kultur_og_borgerservice?_page=nyhed/5875249 
167 Interview with Finn Lyck, August 2008 
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It could have been interesting to have conducted a series of interviews with 

locals in regard to getting a grasp of their perception of Aarhus: Do they see 

the city as a sports city? And what kind of associations is evoked for these 

subjects when thinking of the city as such – will it accentuate a positive 

attitude, or something else? Will the brand be accepted? 

Moreover it could have been interesting to investigate whether people from 

other parts of the country identifies Aarhus with sports, and also if people 

from international sport associations recognized this fact.  
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5. Conclusion 

 

Branding of cities is a relatively new phenomenon. Cities worldwide are 

branding themselves in the intensifying competition of the right stakeholders.  

This thesis has focused on city branding through international sport events. 

 

Aarhus has seen the necessity of having a branding strategy for the city to 

compete with other cities. The city has shown consistency by making a long-

term strategy.  The branding strategy was made in 2004 to focus on three 

positive characteristics the city wants to be associated with. Those are the 

Roots, Beat and Knowledge of the city. To enhance the focus on the beat of 

Aarhus, the municipality has decided to use international sport events. The 

international sport events, together with the other elements of beat, aims to 

increase the branding of Aarhus as a whole.  

 

Aarhus is currently the leading sport event city in Denmark and is mentioned 

as one of the best in the world. The international sport events hereby support 

the branding of Aarhus as a whole. There are a lot of positive associations in 

relation the brand Aarhus. The city is unique in its size, it has beautiful 

surroundings, the quality is high, it is “the City of Smile”, the citizens are 

friendly and the relationship is strong between the municipality, the business 

community and the citizens. These characteristics are viewed as possibilities 

in the usage of sport events as city branding-  

 

However a barrier is observed due to the fact that the city has not achieved 

the full opportunity that lies in branding the international sport events. They 

are not managed appropriately in terms of branding as the tasks have been 

divided. Sport Aarhus Events are attracting and arranging the events, 

whereas the branding is managed by VisitAarhus.  

This separation has caused a lack of exploiting the branding potential in 

using international sport events as branding. VisitAarhus has not included 

the international sport events enough in the city branding, but rather 

focused on branding other city initiatives. They do not see it as their 
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responsibility but Sport Aarhus Events’, although Sport Aarhus Events does 

not have the expertise and economy to perform branding.  

Hence it would be in best interest of the city to unite the two organizations. 

Then the attracting and branding are done from only one player instead of 

two, and become an advantage as a result of the positive synergies from 

uniting the two tasks.  

Consequently the city will enhance the branding affect of hosting 

international sport events. More stakeholders will create images and become 

emotional attached to Aarhus, which creates the brand as it is accepted.  

 

Overall the international sport events are seen as a genuine opportunity to 

increase the branding of Aarhus. However it can be managed in a more 

constructive way than currently and hereby maximising the effects of city 

branding Aarhus through international sport events.    
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Enclosure 1    Reference: www.sport-aarhus-events.dk 

 
Sport Events in Aarhus since year 2000 

 2000:  European championship in Latin dancing 

   European Championship in “J22” (Boat class, sailing) 

   World Championship in “Yngling” (Boat class, sailing) 

 

 2001: World cup final in “Dressage” (Riding)  

   European Championship in table tennis for veterans  

   European Championship in “Starboat” (Boat class, Sailing) 

   European Championship in “Relay” (Running) for clubteams 

 

 2002: European Championship in Standard dancing 

   DGI World team show (gymnastics)  

   One stage in “Post Danmark Rundt” (Cycling) 

   CSC Classic 2002 (Cycling) 

   World Cup Qualifying in “Jumping” (Riding) 

   Boris Becker vs. Steffan Edberg (Show match, Tennis)  

   European Championship in Womens Handball 

 

 2003: World Cup in Dressage (Riding)  

   CSC Classic 2003 (Cycling) 

   European Cup in Athletics, 2. Division 

   European Championship in “Europe” (Boat class, Sailing) 

   Denmark Open in Badminton 

   ITTF-Pro tour Aarhus Danish Open (Table tennis) 

  

 2004: European Championship in Latin Dancing 

   CSC Classic 2004 (Cycling) 

   European Championship in Athletics for veterans  

 2005: European Championship in Table tennis 

   CSC Classic 2005 (Cycling) 
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   Barcelona, Show matches in Football, Handball and    

   Basketball 

   One stage in “Post Danmark Rundt” (Cycling) 

   GF-World Cup in women’s Handball 

   FEI World Cup in Dressage (Riding) 

  

 2006: Aarhus Games 2006 (Athletics) 

   FC Barcelona show match (Football) 

   UCI World Cup Cycling Women 

   World Championship in Orienteering (Running) 

   Xterra Off-road Triathlon  

   Nordic Championship in Youth Athletics 

   World Championship in Gymnastics  

   FEI World Cup in Dressage 

   Denmark Open in Badminton 2006 

   GF-World Cup in women’s Handball 

   World Championship in Standard Dancing 

 

 2007: European Championship in Latin Dancing 

   Colliers Classic 2007 (Cycling) 

   Football Festival Denmark 2007 

   Danish National Football Team. One tests two qualifying   

   matches 

   Denmark vs. Australia Volleyball tour 2007 

   Danish National Basketball team vs. Belgium, Israel and  

   Ukraine.   

   Denmark vs. Germany test match (Handball)  

 

 2008: Volvo Youth Sailing ISAF World Championship  

   Football Festival Denmark 2008 

   Aarhus Festival Games 2008 (Athletics) 

   GF-World Cup women’s Handball 2008 
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Events in the future: 

 European Veterans Athletics Championship 2009 

 IDSF World Standard Championship 2009 (Dancing) 

 European Professional Latin Championship 2009 

 Indoor Free diving World Championship 2009 

 World Match Racing Tour to Aarhus 2009 

 International 505 World Championship 2010 (Sailing)  

 Water Ski Congress in Aarhus in 2011 

 Aarhus to host A-Cat Worlds 2011 
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Enclosure 2 

 

Interview summary. 

The 4. December 2007 I made a preliminary interview with the staff of Sport 

Aarhus Events. The participants were myself as the interviewer and event 

manager Finn Lyck and event consultant Mariann Vinding as the 

interviewees.  

The purpose of the interview was to get an insight of the subject sport events 

in Aarhus. The interviewer started of with a presentation of the subject from 

my point of view and what ideas had been made in advance. The idea was to 

write and analyze how sport events were arranged and branded in Aarhus. 

How to improve and optimize the working process and make the city unique 

in its method of arranging events.  

 

The idea was received with interest but also with a bit of skepticisms. 

Obviously they found it interesting as the subject related to their working 

area. But in my opinion were they not informative and cooperative in their 

responses. The reason was that they partly work with this themselves and I 

could not bring any useful to the subject. They informed that they and 

Aarhus municipality works with a consulting company in Lausanne, 

Switzerland, called Tse Consulting. This company is writing on a report on 

how to bring sport events to Aarhus, and Sport Aarhus Events is therefore 

waiting for this report to make their improvements. 

 

Despite this little setback something good came out of the interview. As the 

interview went on and I asked if they preferred a different subject in relation 

to sport events in Aarhus the willingness to share information increased. 

Finn Lyck started talking about could be interesting to examine what the 

sport events did for the city of Aarhus. Additionally a lot of suggestions were 

discussed and I saw some exiting ideas. Specifically one of the ideas was of 

interest namely to examine how Aarhus promotes and profile itself as a sport 

city. Thereby the subject was not so narrow to only involve Sport Aarhus 

Events but the city as a whole. Mariann Vinding and Finn Lyck suggested to 
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make some research about what the city gains from arranging sport events 

and made examples to the community, the businesses in the city and also 

the publicity of the city.  

Finally they mentioned some companies and people that could be of interest 

to either contact or research regarding this subject.  

 

The interview ended up with a good impression about what to research and 

examine next, and I was welcome to contact Sport Aarhus Events later on in 

my research.   
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Enclosure 3 

 

Interview summary.  

The second personal interview was conducted with event manager Finn Lyck, 

from Sport Aarhus Events. Date 2. August 2008.  

 

After having determined and researched the subject of this thesis I found it 

relevant to make a second interview with Finn Lyck, Sport Aarhus Events. 

The point of making an additional interview with Finn Lyck was that, he is 

referred to as the one person with the most knowledge in the field sport 

events in Aarhus. In the researching of sport events in Aarhus he is the most 

mentioned person in articles and the municipality also refer to him. 

Consequently another interview was made to go more into detail about the 

subject.  

 

The interview started of with a short presentation of what the specific subject 

is and what my research so far had shown. Hereafter I started up by asking 

why Aarhus wants to be a sport city and why it is branded as so?  The 

answer from Finn Lyck was that it has been decided from the municipality 

back in time, and today’s branding is an outcome of this decision. Then he 

explained in detail the background and how the development of sport and 

sport events has been from the 1990s to the present.  

Afterwards Finn Lyck explained the necessity of sport events and how cities 

in today’s society have to use sports in their politic to meet the citizens’ 

needs. He made it clear that sport is not the only thing Aarhus wants to 

brand but is an important one.  

Then the interview related to sport events more in general. Here Finn Lyck 

explained how Sport Aarhus Events work to attract sport events to the city 

and who their main partners are, such as Sport Event Denmark, the specific 

sport federations and the municipality. He explained that when they look at 

future events in a variety of sport and found interesting they contact the 

national federation in that sport and have a dialog about the possibility to 

arrange it in Aarhus. Furthermore mentioned was Sport Event Denmark is 
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an important part in this process as they also have a say in what Danish city 

becomes which Sport Events.  

 

Next the interview was concerned about which types of sport events the city 

have arranged in relation to branding. Here Finn Lyck pointed out the so far 

the city had not been critical due to the competition in the marked of Sport 

Events. There has not been a selection of what brand the specific sport event 

may have or branding affect, in contrast to those, the city financial benefit 

from, such as Veterans Events. In the future this might be taken into 

consideration, as they are very different. Although sport events that 

possesses both will off course be preferred if possible. Finn Lyck was aware 

what sport events the have arranged had the best branding effect and easier 

to promote.  

 

Finally the future and facilities of Aarhus as a sport city were discussed. It 

was made clear that the city needs new and larger facilities in order to attract 

large sport events. The competition increases in the sport event business and 

the needs for larger facilities grow as the events get bigger and bigger.  
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Enclosure 4 

 

Interview summary 

The third personal interview was conducted with secretary chief Jørn 

Sønderkjær Christensen, from the Mayors office, Aarhus Town Hall Sport. 

Date 10. August 2008.  

 

With the municipality being a large part of the branding strategy it would be 

obvious to make an interview with a representative. It was possible to get an 

interview with Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen who is the secretary chief of the 

Mayors office in the municipality. His is the contact person regarding city 

development and branding. 

 

The interview started with an introduction of the thesis and its topic.  

Then the interview proceeded with a question of what the branding strategy 

is in Aarhus. Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen explained that the city is 

branding its three characteristics, Knowledge, Beat and Roots and then 

explain them in detail. The interview went into a story of the city’s origin as 

an old Viking city and was followed by an explanation the structure of the 

city.  

The next topic in question was the branding strategy. Here Jørn Sønderkjær 

Christensen explained that its origin with the city establishing a planning 

group and their members.  

Afterwards it he mentioned that it is VisitAarhus, who has responsibility of 

executing the branding and marketing strategy of the city. This topic created 

several question as how they execute it. Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen was 

not able to answer al the question about the methodology.  

The topic was put in direction of the sport events and the branding of those. 

Here he stated the municipality was not sure that; VisitAarhus has the right 

attention towards it. Furthermore he stated the municipality soon would look 

into their work, as they are not sure that outsourcing this area is a good 

idea. This was supported by a comment about VisitAarhus was better at 

attracting tourist.  
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Then Sport Aarhus Events and their objectives were explained and the people 

that work there. He stated their effort was very good and the city was pleased 

with their job. 

 

Finally the interview concerned itself around the slogan and logo of Aarhus. 

Jørn Sønderkjær Christensen stated that the city does not use them in their 

branding strategy. He insisted on that they only use Knowledge, Beat and 

Roots.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


